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EBSCO	  Library	  of	  Congress	  Classification	  Report	  —	  URI	  Titles	  Subscribed	  through	  EBSCO
Title	  Name Title	  Number ISSN LCC	  Code Library	  of	  Congress	  Classification Subscriber	  Code Account	  Number Customer	  Zip	  Code
East	  States	  Archaeology	  Federation	  Bulletin 287-­‐250-­‐013 AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Encyclopedia	  of	  Adverse	  Reactions	  &	  Interactions 305-­‐667-­‐123 AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Readings	  from	  the	  Midwest	  Poetry	  Festival 754-­‐034-­‐338 1094-­‐8317 AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Boston	  Globe 132-­‐342-­‐007 0743-­‐1791 AN NEWSPAPERS AA RB95711-­‐00 02903
NEW	  YORK	  TIMES	  -­‐	  NATIONAL	  OR	  NORTHEAST	  EDITION	  /MON-­‐SUN/	  /CARRIER/ 630-­‐820-­‐124 0362-­‐4331 AN NEWSPAPERS AA RB95711-­‐00 02903
New	  York	  Times	  -­‐	  New	  York	  Metro	  Ed 630-­‐786-­‐101 0362-­‐4331 AN NEWSPAPERS AA RB95711-­‐00 02903
New	  York	  Times	  Week	  in	  Review 631-­‐048-­‐949 AN NEWSPAPERS AA RB95711-­‐00 02903
Times	  of	  India	  -­‐	  Bombay	  ed 892-­‐449-­‐000 AN NEWSPAPERS AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Antioch	  Review	  -­‐	  OH 064-­‐677-­‐008 0003-­‐5769 AP2 PERIODICALS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Ebony 288-­‐308-­‐000 0012-­‐9011 AP2 PERIODICALS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Epoch 311-­‐950-­‐000 0145-­‐1391 AP2 PERIODICALS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Georgia	  Review 367-­‐074-­‐002 0016-­‐8386 AP2 PERIODICALS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Popular	  Culture 492-­‐529-­‐060 1540-­‐5931 AP2 PERIODICALS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Modern	  Age 584-­‐826-­‐002 0026-­‐7457 AP2 PERIODICALS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
New	  York	  Review	  of	  Books 630-­‐195-­‐006 0028-­‐7504 AP2 PERIODICALS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
NEW	  YORK	  TIMES	  BOOK	  REVIEW	  /**/	  /SURFACE	  MAIL/ 630-­‐829-­‐000 0028-­‐7806 AP2 PERIODICALS	  (GENERAL) AA RB95711-­‐00 02903
NEW	  YORK	  TIMES	  MAGAZINE	  /**/ 631-­‐005-­‐055 0028-­‐7822 AP2 PERIODICALS	  (GENERAL) AA RB95711-­‐00 02903
NEW	  YORKER	  -­‐	  PRINT	  +	  ONLINE	  /**/ 631-­‐279-­‐007 0028-­‐792X AP2 PERIODICALS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Newsweek	  -­‐	  Regular	  ed 636-­‐555-­‐005 0028-­‐9604 AP2 PERIODICALS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Progressive 731-­‐768-­‐008 0033-­‐0736 AP2 PERIODICALS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
ROLLING	  STONE	  /**/	  /FOR	  US/ 787-­‐046-­‐002 0035-­‐791X AP2 PERIODICALS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Shenandoah	  :	  the	  Washington	  &	  Lee	  University	  Review 816-­‐283-­‐006 AP2 PERIODICALS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
TIME	  -­‐	  DOMESTIC	  ED	  /**/	  /ALL	  EXC	  ELEM	  MID	  &	  HIGH	  SCH	  LIB	  /FOR	  US	  US	  POSS/	  /INCLS/	  ADD-­‐ON	  DIGITAL	  BENEFIT892-­‐081-­‐001 0040-­‐781X AP2 PERIODICALS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
WSJ	  Magazine 969-­‐610-­‐500 0277-­‐352X AP2 PERIODICALS	  (GENERAL) AG RB97002-­‐00 02881
WSJ	  Magazine 969-­‐610-­‐500 0277-­‐352X AP2 PERIODICALS	  (GENERAL) AA RB95711-­‐00 02903
Infini 427-­‐284-­‐013 0754-­‐023X AP20 PERIODICALS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Nouvelle	  Revue	  Francaise 644-­‐553-­‐000 0029-­‐4802 AP20 PERIODICALS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Temps	  Modernes 881-­‐977-­‐003 0040-­‐3075 AP20 PERIODICALS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Neue	  Rundschau 621-­‐095-­‐009 0028-­‐3347 AP30 PERIODICALS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Stern	  :	  das	  Deutsche	  Magazin 853-­‐744-­‐001 0039-­‐1239 AP30 PERIODICALS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Paris	  Review 677-­‐804-­‐007 0031-­‐2037 AP4 PERIODICALS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
TLS	  :	  the	  Times	  Literary	  Supplement 893-­‐580-­‐787 0307-­‐661X AP4 PERIODICALS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Novyi	  Mir 645-­‐281-­‐007 0130-­‐7673 AP50 PERIODICALS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Novyi	  Zhurnal	  =	  New	  Review 645-­‐287-­‐004 0029-­‐5337 AP50 PERIODICALS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Arbor 070-­‐150-­‐008 0210-­‐1963 AP60 PERIODICALS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Cuadernos	  Americanos 248-­‐220-­‐006 0011-­‐2356 AP63 PERIODICALS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  the	  Warburg	  and	  Courtauld	  Institutes 499-­‐518-­‐012 0075-­‐4390 AS122 ACADEMIES	  AND	  LEARNED	  SOCIETIES	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Michigan	  Quarterly	  Review 571-­‐943-­‐000 0026-­‐2420 AS30 ACADEMIES	  AND	  LEARNED	  SOCIETIES	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Salmagundi 795-­‐040-­‐005 0036-­‐3529 AS30 ACADEMIES	  AND	  LEARNED	  SOCIETIES	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Boletin	  de	  la	  Real	  Academia	  Espanola 129-­‐003-­‐000 0210-­‐4822 AS302 ACADEMIES	  AND	  LEARNED	  SOCIETIES	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Cimarron	  Review 207-­‐476-­‐003 0009-­‐6849 AS36 ACADEMIES	  AND	  LEARNED	  SOCIETIES	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Southern	  Humanities	  Review 835-­‐555-­‐004 0038-­‐4186 AS36.A86 ACADEMIES	  AND	  LEARNED	  SOCIETIES	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Foundation	  Directory	  -­‐	  Hardbound 351-­‐548-­‐003 0071-­‐8092 AS911.A2 ACADEMIES	  AND	  LEARNED	  SOCIETIES	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
World	  Almanac	  and	  Book	  of	  Facts-­‐	  Hardbound 964-­‐301-­‐006 0084-­‐1382 AY67.N5 YEARBOOKS.	  ALMANACS.	  DIRECTORIES AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
American	  Philosophical	  Quarterly 046-­‐666-­‐008 2152-­‐1123 B1 PHILOSOPHY	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
International	  Philosophical	  Quarterly 445-­‐311-­‐004 0019-­‐0365 B1 PHILOSOPHY	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Philosophy 491-­‐600-­‐003 0022-­‐362X B1 PHILOSOPHY	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Philosophy	  &	  Phenomenological	  Research 691-­‐732-­‐036 1933-­‐1592 B1 PHILOSOPHY	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Review	  of	  Metaphysics 768-­‐935-­‐009 0034-­‐6632 B1 PHILOSOPHY	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Ancient	  Philosophy 053-­‐837-­‐696 0740-­‐2007 B111 PHILOSOPHY	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Teaching	  Philosophy 876-­‐684-­‐006 2153-­‐6619 B52 PHILOSOPHY	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
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ETC:	  A	  REVIEW	  OF	  GENERAL	  SEMANTICS 315-­‐711-­‐002 0014-­‐164X B840 PHILOSOPHY	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
ETC:	  A	  REVIEW	  OF	  GENERAL	  SEMANTICS 315-­‐711-­‐002 0014-­‐164X B840 PHILOSOPHY	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Psychology	  of	  Women	  Quarterly 735-­‐851-­‐073 1471-­‐6402 BF PSYCHOLOGY.	  	  PARAPSYCHOLOGY.	  OCCULT AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Psychophysiology 736-­‐077-­‐082 1540-­‐5958 BF PSYCHOLOGY.	  	  PARAPSYCHOLOGY.	  OCCULT AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Psychophysiology	  Supplement 736-­‐080-­‐011 BF PSYCHOLOGY.	  	  PARAPSYCHOLOGY.	  OCCULT AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
British	  Journal	  of	  Mathematical	  &	  Statistical	  Psychology 138-­‐320-­‐065 2044-­‐8317 BF1 PSYCHOLOGY.	  	  PARAPSYCHOLOGY.	  OCCULT AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Personality 491-­‐187-­‐092 1467-­‐6494 BF1 PSYCHOLOGY.	  	  PARAPSYCHOLOGY.	  OCCULT AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  the	  Experimental	  Analysis	  of	  Behavior 478-­‐779-­‐036 0022-­‐5002 BF1 PSYCHOLOGY.	  	  PARAPSYCHOLOGY.	  OCCULT AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Psychological	  Reports 735-­‐405-­‐040 1558-­‐691X BF21 PSYCHOLOGY.	  	  PARAPSYCHOLOGY.	  OCCULT AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Perceptual	  &	  Motor	  Skills 684-­‐171-­‐039 1558-­‐688X BF311 PSYCHOLOGY.	  	  PARAPSYCHOLOGY.	  OCCULT AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Multivariate	  Behavioral	  Research 601-­‐338-­‐015 1532-­‐7906 BF39 PSYCHOLOGY.	  	  PARAPSYCHOLOGY.	  OCCULT AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Applied	  Behavior	  Analysis 468-­‐720-­‐020 1938-­‐3703 BF636.A1 PSYCHOLOGY.	  	  PARAPSYCHOLOGY.	  OCCULT AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Professional	  Counseling	  :	  Practice	  Theory	  Research 492-­‐862-­‐057 1556-­‐6382 BF637.C6 PSYCHOLOGY.	  	  PARAPSYCHOLOGY.	  OCCULT AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Personality	  Assessment 491-­‐204-­‐079 1532-­‐7752 BF698.4 PSYCHOLOGY.	  	  PARAPSYCHOLOGY.	  OCCULT AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Death	  Studies 261-­‐976-­‐054 1091-­‐7683 BF789.D4 PSYCHOLOGY.	  	  PARAPSYCHOLOGY.	  OCCULT AD RB97002-­‐00 02881
Cahiers	  de	  Civilisation	  Medievale 164-­‐045-­‐213 0007-­‐9731 CB3 HISTORY	  OF	  CIVILIZATION AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
AMERICAN	  JOURNAL	  OF	  ARCHAEOLOGY	  -­‐	  ONLINE 043-­‐222-­‐033 1939-­‐828X CC1 ARCHAEOLOGY	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Field	  Archaeology 479-­‐348-­‐013 2042-­‐4582 CC1 ARCHAEOLOGY	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
World	  Archaeology 964-­‐352-­‐108 1470-­‐1375 CC1 ARCHAEOLOGY	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
International	  Journal	  of	  Nautical	  Archaeology 442-­‐680-­‐450 1095-­‐9270 CC77 ARCHAEOLOGY	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Newsletter 634-­‐053-­‐110 0037-­‐9735 CC77.H5 ARCHAEOLOGY	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Island	  and	  Coastal	  Archaeology 484-­‐514-­‐815 1556-­‐1828 CC77.I84 ARCHAEOLOGY	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
American	  Archivist 036-­‐848-­‐030 2165-­‐6274 CD3020 DIPLOMATICS.	  ARCHIVES.	  SEALS AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Eastern	  States	  Archaeology	  Federation	  Membership 288-­‐026-­‐107 D HISTORY	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
History	  Today 395-­‐647-­‐142 D1 HISTORY	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Quaderni	  Storici 741-­‐207-­‐005 0301-­‐6307 D1 HISTORY	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Social	  Studies 825-­‐136-­‐021 2152-­‐405X D16.3 HISTORY	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Current	  History 251-­‐525-­‐507 0011-­‐3530 D410 HISTORY	  (GENERAL) AA RB95711-­‐00 02903
Foreign	  Affairs 347-­‐726-­‐028 0015-­‐7120 D410 HISTORY	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Fletcher	  Forum	  of	  World	  Affairs 340-­‐474-­‐519 1046-­‐1868 D839 HISTORY	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
International	  Affairs	  -­‐	  English	  ed 437-­‐035-­‐017 1938-­‐2588 D839 HISTORY	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
International	  Studies	  Quarterly 447-­‐675-­‐133 1468-­‐2478 D839 HISTORY	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
International	  Studies	  Review 447-­‐680-­‐455 1468-­‐2486 D839 HISTORY	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
National	  Trust	  Historic	  Houses	  and	  Collections 615-­‐659-­‐000 DA655.N334 HISTORY:	  GREAT	  BRITAIN AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Contemporary	  French	  Civilization 235-­‐582-­‐020 2044-­‐396X DC33.9 HISTORY:	  FRANCE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Sueddeutsche	  Zeitung 862-­‐508-­‐991 0174-­‐4917 DD901.M71 HISTORY:	  GERMANY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Jahrbuch	  des	  Deutschen	  Archaeologischen	  Instituts 458-­‐521-­‐994 0070-­‐4415 DE2 HISTORY:	  MEDITERRANEAN	  REGION.	  GRECO-­‐ROMAN	  WORLD AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Hesperia 391-­‐479-­‐029 0018-­‐098X DF10 HISTORY:	  GREECE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Roman	  Archaeology 494-­‐718-­‐778 1047-­‐7594 DG11 HISTORY:	  ITALY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Italian	  Quarterly 456-­‐818-­‐004 0021-­‐2954 DG401 HISTORY:	  ITALY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Hispania	  -­‐	  Revista	  Espanola	  de	  Historia 393-­‐773-­‐205 0018-­‐2141 DP1 HISTORY:	  SPAIN.	  PORTUGAL AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Society	  for	  Historical	  Archaeology	  Membership 827-­‐138-­‐009 E AMERICA	  (GENERAL).	  UNITED	  STATES	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Source	  -­‐	  Notes	  in	  the	  History	  of	  Art 831-­‐447-­‐172 0737-­‐4453 E AMERICA	  (GENERAL).	  UNITED	  STATES	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Historical	  Archaeology 394-­‐651-­‐004 0440-­‐9213 E11 AMERICA	  (GENERAL).	  UNITED	  STATES	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Historical	  Journal	  of	  Massachusetts 394-­‐756-­‐001 0276-­‐8313 E171 AMERICA	  (GENERAL).	  UNITED	  STATES	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Aztlan 103-­‐151-­‐007 0005-­‐2604 E184.M5 AMERICA	  (GENERAL).	  UNITED	  STATES	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Jet 462-­‐951-­‐005 0021-­‐5996 E185.5 AMERICA	  (GENERAL).	  UNITED	  STATES	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
American	  Antiquity 036-­‐799-­‐005 0002-­‐7316 E51 AMERICA	  (GENERAL).	  UNITED	  STATES	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
SAA	  Archaeological	  Record 791-­‐742-­‐935 1532-­‐7299 E51 AMERICA	  (GENERAL).	  UNITED	  STATES	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Foreign	  Policy 348-­‐188-­‐004 0015-­‐7228 E744 AMERICA	  (GENERAL).	  UNITED	  STATES	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Foreign	  Policy 348-­‐240-­‐127 0015-­‐7228 E744 AMERICA	  (GENERAL).	  UNITED	  STATES	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Headline	  Series 387-­‐750-­‐003 0017-­‐8780 E744 AMERICA	  (GENERAL).	  UNITED	  STATES	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
American	  Indian	  Culture	  and	  Research	  Journal 042-­‐276-­‐007 0161-­‐6463 E75 AMERICA	  (GENERAL).	  UNITED	  STATES	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Archaeology	  of	  Eastern	  North	  America 070-­‐640-­‐016 0360-­‐1021 E77.8 AMERICA	  (GENERAL).	  UNITED	  STATES	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Northeast	  Anthropology 641-­‐490-­‐602 1068-­‐9982 E78.E2 AMERICA	  (GENERAL).	  UNITED	  STATES	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
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New	  Perspectives	  Quarterly 627-­‐710-­‐684 1540-­‐5842 E839.5 AMERICA	  (GENERAL).	  UNITED	  STATES	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
National	  Interest 612-­‐741-­‐306 0884-­‐9382 E840 AMERICA	  (GENERAL).	  UNITED	  STATES	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
New	  England	  Quarterly 624-­‐734-­‐034 1937-­‐2213 F1 UNITED	  STATES	  (LOCAL).	  CENTRAL	  &	  SOUTH	  AMERICA AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Quebec	  Francais 745-­‐080-­‐101 0316-­‐2052 F1052 UNITED	  STATES	  (LOCAL).	  CENTRAL	  &	  SOUTH	  AMERICA AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
New	  York 629-­‐281-­‐684 0028-­‐7369 F128.1 UNITED	  STATES	  (LOCAL).	  CENTRAL	  &	  SOUTH	  AMERICA AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
NACLA	  Report	  on	  the	  Americas 606-­‐557-­‐353 1071-­‐4839 F1401 UNITED	  STATES	  (LOCAL).	  CENTRAL	  &	  SOUTH	  AMERICA AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Caribbean	  Quarterly 182-­‐056-­‐002 0008-­‐6495 F1601 UNITED	  STATES	  (LOCAL).	  CENTRAL	  &	  SOUTH	  AMERICA AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Southern	  History 497-­‐364-­‐000 0022-­‐4642 F206 UNITED	  STATES	  (LOCAL).	  CENTRAL	  &	  SOUTH	  AMERICA AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Southern	  Studies	  -­‐	  An	  Interdisciplinary	  Journal	  of	  the	  South 836-­‐365-­‐007 0735-­‐8342 F366 UNITED	  STATES	  (LOCAL).	  CENTRAL	  &	  SOUTH	  AMERICA AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Rhode	  Island	  History 781-­‐874-­‐003 0035-­‐4619 F76 UNITED	  STATES	  (LOCAL).	  CENTRAL	  &	  SOUTH	  AMERICA AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
National	  Geographic	  Society	  Membership 612-­‐139-­‐006 G GEOGRAPHY	  (GENERAL).	  ATLASES.	  MAPS AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Oceania 651-­‐181-­‐042 1834-­‐4461 G GEOGRAPHY	  (GENERAL).	  ATLASES.	  MAPS AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Rhode	  Island	  Monthly 781-­‐892-­‐112 1041-­‐1380 G GEOGRAPHY	  (GENERAL).	  ATLASES.	  MAPS AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Geography 480-­‐420-­‐991 1752-­‐6868 G1 GEOGRAPHY	  (GENERAL).	  ATLASES.	  MAPS AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Geography	  c-­‐w	  Geography	  Teacher 480-­‐421-­‐056 G1 GEOGRAPHY	  (GENERAL).	  ATLASES.	  MAPS AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
NATIONAL	  GEOGRAPHIC	  /**/	  /FOR	  US/ 612-­‐117-­‐002 0027-­‐9358 G1 GEOGRAPHY	  (GENERAL).	  ATLASES.	  MAPS AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Annals	  of	  the	  Association	  of	  American	  Geographers 058-­‐526-­‐088 1467-­‐8306 G3 GEOGRAPHY	  (GENERAL).	  ATLASES.	  MAPS AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Professional	  Geographer	  -­‐	  DC 728-­‐613-­‐077 1467-­‐9272 G3 GEOGRAPHY	  (GENERAL).	  ATLASES.	  MAPS AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Geography	  Teacher 365-­‐396-­‐209 1752-­‐6884 G72 GEOGRAPHY	  (GENERAL).	  ATLASES.	  MAPS AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Ground	  Water 378-­‐265-­‐060 1745-­‐6584 GB1001 PHYSICAL	  GEOGRAPHY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Coastal	  Research	  :	  Special	  Issue 473-­‐973-­‐865 GB450 PHYSICAL	  GEOGRAPHY AA RB97020-­‐00 02882
Hydrological	  Sciences	  Journal	  =	  Journal	  des	  Sciences	  Hydrologiques 406-­‐655-­‐022 2150-­‐3435 GB651 PHYSICAL	  GEOGRAPHY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Hydrology	  Research 406-­‐691-­‐597 1998-­‐9563 GB651 PHYSICAL	  GEOGRAPHY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Bulletin	  of	  Marine	  Science 152-­‐306-­‐049 1553-­‐6955 GC1 OCEANOGRAPHY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Marine	  Research 486-­‐334-­‐019 GC1 OCEANOGRAPHY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Physical	  Oceanography 491-­‐878-­‐047 1520-­‐0485 GC1 OCEANOGRAPHY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Limnology	  &	  Oceanography 527-­‐179-­‐048 1939-­‐5590 GC1 OCEANOGRAPHY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Limnology	  &	  Oceanography:	  Fluids	  &	  Environment 527-­‐179-­‐059 2157-­‐3689 GC1 OCEANOGRAPHY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Limnology	  and	  Oceanography	  Bulletin 527-­‐179-­‐105 1939-­‐5590 GC1 OCEANOGRAPHY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Marine	  &	  Freshwater	  Research 549-­‐168-­‐169 1448-­‐6059 GC1 OCEANOGRAPHY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
MER	  =	  UMI 565-­‐500-­‐006 0503-­‐1540 GC1 OCEANOGRAPHY AA RB97020-­‐00 02882
Oceanography	  :	  the	  Official	  Magazine	  of	  the	  Oceanography	  Society 651-­‐389-­‐009 1042-­‐8275 GC1 OCEANOGRAPHY AA RB97020-­‐00 02882
OCEANOGRAPHY	  AND	  MARINE	  BIOLOGY	  /ALL	  EXCEPT	  CANADA/ 651-­‐400-­‐004 0078-­‐3218 GC1 OCEANOGRAPHY AA RB97020-­‐00 02882
Big	  Backyard 120-­‐144-­‐300 2162-­‐2981 GE ENVIRONMENTAL	  ISSUES AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Integrated	  Environmental	  Assessment	  and	  Management 434-­‐868-­‐030 1551-­‐3793 GE300 ENVIRONMENTAL	  ISSUES AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
American	  Journal	  of	  Physical	  Anthropology 044-­‐080-­‐034 1096-­‐8644 GN1 ANTHROPOLOGY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Anthropological	  Research 468-­‐610-­‐038 2153-­‐3806 GN1 ANTHROPOLOGY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Yearbook	  of	  Physical	  Anthropology 972-­‐387-­‐009 GN60 ANTHROPOLOGY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Costume	  :	  Journal	  of	  the	  Costume	  Society 241-­‐259-­‐951 1749-­‐6306 GT MANNERS	  AND	  CUSTOMS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Studies	  in	  the	  History	  of	  Costume	  &	  Textiles	  -­‐	  E-­‐journal	  Bundle 859-­‐220-­‐880 GT MANNERS	  AND	  CUSTOMS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Dress 282-­‐553-­‐012 2042-­‐1729 GT605 MANNERS	  AND	  CUSTOMS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
JOPERD 465-­‐355-­‐365 GV201 RECREATION.	  LEISURE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Physical	  Educator	  -­‐	  IL 694-­‐388-­‐000 0031-­‐8981 GV201 RECREATION.	  LEISURE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Teaching	  in	  Physical	  Education 498-­‐112-­‐549 1543-­‐2769 GV363 RECREATION.	  LEISURE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Adapted	  Physical	  Activity	  Quarterly 012-­‐771-­‐697 1543-­‐2777 GV445 RECREATION.	  LEISURE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Physical	  Activity	  &	  Health 491-­‐732-­‐947 1543-­‐5474 GV481 RECREATION.	  LEISURE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Sport	  &	  Exercise	  Psychology 497-­‐519-­‐728 1543-­‐2904 GV706.4 RECREATION.	  LEISURE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Palaestra	  :	  Forum	  of	  Sport	  Physical	  Education	  &	  Recreation	  for	  Those	  with	  Disabilities673-­‐691-­‐218 8756-­‐5811 GV709.3 RECREATION.	  LEISURE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Palaestra	  :	  Forum	  of	  Sport	  Physical	  Education	  &	  Recreation	  for	  Those	  with	  Disabilities673-­‐691-­‐218 8756-­‐5811 GV709.3 RECREATION.	  LEISURE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Strength	  and	  Conditioning	  Research 497-­‐728-­‐569 1533-­‐4287 GV711 RECREATION.	  LEISURE AA RB97002-­‐68 02881
Strength	  and	  Conditioning	  Journal 855-­‐890-­‐920 1533-­‐4295 GV711.5 RECREATION.	  LEISURE AA RB97002-­‐68 02881
Annales	  -­‐	  Histoire	  Sciences	  Sociales 055-­‐868-­‐761 0395-­‐2649 H SOCIAL	  SCIENCES	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Environment	  &	  Planning	  -­‐	  Sections	  A	  &	  B 310-­‐328-­‐971 H SOCIAL	  SCIENCES	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Social	  Studies	  Research 496-­‐228-­‐008 0885-­‐985X H SOCIAL	  SCIENCES	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Lincoln	  Journal	  of	  Social	  and	  Political	  Thought 527-­‐326-­‐524 1536-­‐5441 H1 SOCIAL	  SCIENCES	  (GENERAL) AA RB95711-­‐00 02903
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Policy	  Studies	  Review	  Annual 704-­‐776-­‐004 0163-­‐108X H1 SOCIAL	  SCIENCES	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Political	  Science	  Quarterly 705-­‐766-­‐012 0032-­‐3195 H1 SOCIAL	  SCIENCES	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Science	  &	  Society 805-­‐147-­‐073 1943-­‐2801 H1 SOCIAL	  SCIENCES	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Social	  Science	  Quarterly 824-­‐772-­‐065 1540-­‐6237 H1 SOCIAL	  SCIENCES	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Forecasting 479-­‐766-­‐735 1099-­‐131X H61.4 SOCIAL	  SCIENCES	  (GENERAL) AG RB97002-­‐00 02881
Social	  Education 824-­‐303-­‐002 0037-­‐7724 H62.A1 SOCIAL	  SCIENCES	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Annals	  of	  Probability 059-­‐214-­‐056 HA1 STATISTICS AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Annals	  of	  Statistics 059-­‐427-­‐039 HA1 STATISTICS AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Population	  Reference	  Bureau	  Reports	  on	  America 708-­‐535-­‐034 1522-­‐8304 HA201.12 STATISTICS AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
State	  Rankings	  -­‐	  Paperback 850-­‐673-­‐195 1057-­‐3623 HA203 STATISTICS AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Center	  for	  Science	  in	  the	  Public	  Interest	  Membership 189-­‐389-­‐513 HB ECONOMIC	  THEORY.	  DEMOGRAPHY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Kids	  Count	  Essay	  Data	  Brief 507-­‐156-­‐480 HB ECONOMIC	  THEORY.	  DEMOGRAPHY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
OECD	  Economic	  Surveys 652-­‐043-­‐589 1609-­‐7513 HB ECONOMIC	  THEORY.	  DEMOGRAPHY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Population	  Reference	  Bureau	  Membership 708-­‐535-­‐000 HB ECONOMIC	  THEORY.	  DEMOGRAPHY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Economic	  Journal 290-­‐198-­‐142 1468-­‐0297 HB1 ECONOMIC	  THEORY.	  DEMOGRAPHY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
ECONOMETRICS	  JOURNAL	  -­‐	  ONLINE 289-­‐177-­‐208 1368-­‐423X HB139 ECONOMIC	  THEORY.	  DEMOGRAPHY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Population	  and	  Development	  Review 708-­‐448-­‐949 1728-­‐4457 HB848 ECONOMIC	  THEORY.	  DEMOGRAPHY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
World	  Population	  Data	  Sheet 967-­‐030-­‐750 0085-­‐8315 HB848 ECONOMIC	  THEORY.	  DEMOGRAPHY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Population	  Reference	  Bureau	  Annual	  Report 708-­‐534-­‐950 HB881 ECONOMIC	  THEORY.	  DEMOGRAPHY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Population	  Bulletin 708-­‐396-­‐007 0032-­‐468X HB881.A1 ECONOMIC	  THEORY.	  DEMOGRAPHY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Main	  Economic	  Indicators	  -­‐	  English	  Ed 541-­‐959-­‐011 2219-­‐4991 HC10 ECONOMIC	  HISTORY	  AND	  CONDITIONS	  (REGION) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Society	  &	  Natural	  Resources 827-­‐326-­‐422 1521-­‐0723 HC10 ECONOMIC	  HISTORY	  AND	  CONDITIONS	  (REGION) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Post-­‐Soviet	  Affairs 709-­‐580-­‐003 1938-­‐2855 HC335 ECONOMIC	  HISTORY	  AND	  CONDITIONS	  (REGION) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Cambio	  16 171-­‐160-­‐401 0211-­‐285X HC381 ECONOMIC	  HISTORY	  AND	  CONDITIONS	  (REGION) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
State	  of	  the	  World	  Library	  Subscription 850-­‐820-­‐473 0887-­‐364X HC59 ECONOMIC	  HISTORY	  AND	  CONDITIONS	  (REGION) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
International	  Journal	  of	  Sustainable	  Development	  &	  World	  Ecology 443-­‐610-­‐440 1745-­‐2627 HC79.E5 ECONOMIC	  HISTORY	  AND	  CONDITIONS	  (REGION) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Maritime	  Policy	  &	  Management 549-­‐776-­‐037 1464-­‐5254 HC92 ECONOMIC	  HISTORY	  AND	  CONDITIONS	  (REGION) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Book	  of	  Lists	  -­‐	  RI 130-­‐597-­‐917 HD ECONOMIC	  HISTORY	  AND	  CONDITIONS	  (PRODUCTION) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Inteletex 434-­‐981-­‐288 HD ECONOMIC	  HISTORY	  AND	  CONDITIONS	  (PRODUCTION) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Labor	  and	  Employment	  Relations	  Association	  Membership 512-­‐781-­‐577 HD ECONOMIC	  HISTORY	  AND	  CONDITIONS	  (PRODUCTION) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Labor	  and	  Employment	  Relations	  Association	  Series	  Newsletter 512-­‐781-­‐668 HD ECONOMIC	  HISTORY	  AND	  CONDITIONS	  (PRODUCTION) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Membership	  Directory	  of	  the	  Labor	  &	  Employment	  Relations	  Association 563-­‐535-­‐609 HD ECONOMIC	  HISTORY	  AND	  CONDITIONS	  (PRODUCTION) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Perspectives	  on	  Work 686-­‐817-­‐827 HD ECONOMIC	  HISTORY	  AND	  CONDITIONS	  (PRODUCTION) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Proceedings	  of	  the	  Annual	  Meeting	  -­‐	  Labor	  &	  Employment	  Relations	  Association 720-­‐963-­‐578 HD ECONOMIC	  HISTORY	  AND	  CONDITIONS	  (PRODUCTION) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Providence	  Business	  News 733-­‐629-­‐638 0887-­‐8226 HD ECONOMIC	  HISTORY	  AND	  CONDITIONS	  (PRODUCTION) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Research	  Volumes 766-­‐213-­‐459 HD ECONOMIC	  HISTORY	  AND	  CONDITIONS	  (PRODUCTION) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Textile	  :	  The	  Textile	  Journal	  =	  La	  Revue	  du	  textile 886-­‐421-­‐034 1490-­‐8530 HD ECONOMIC	  HISTORY	  AND	  CONDITIONS	  (PRODUCTION) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Academy	  of	  Management	  Journal 004-­‐363-­‐008 0001-­‐4273 HD28 ECONOMIC	  HISTORY	  AND	  CONDITIONS	  (PRODUCTION) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Academy	  of	  Management	  Review 004-­‐368-­‐007 0363-­‐7425 HD28 ECONOMIC	  HISTORY	  AND	  CONDITIONS	  (PRODUCTION) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Interfaces 436-­‐118-­‐020 1526-­‐551X HD28 ECONOMIC	  HISTORY	  AND	  CONDITIONS	  (PRODUCTION) AG RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Applied	  Business	  Research 468-­‐749-­‐650 0892-­‐7626 HD28 ECONOMIC	  HISTORY	  AND	  CONDITIONS	  (PRODUCTION) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Management	  Studies 486-­‐236-­‐102 1467-­‐6486 HD28 ECONOMIC	  HISTORY	  AND	  CONDITIONS	  (PRODUCTION) AG RB97002-­‐00 02881
Strategic	  Management	  Journal 855-­‐622-­‐361 1097-­‐0266 HD30.28 ECONOMIC	  HISTORY	  AND	  CONDITIONS	  (PRODUCTION) AG RB97002-­‐00 02881
Industrial	  &	  Labor	  Relations	  Review 424-­‐443-­‐075 2162-­‐271X HD4802 ECONOMIC	  HISTORY	  AND	  CONDITIONS	  (PRODUCTION) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Labor	  History 512-­‐796-­‐079 1469-­‐9702 HD4802 ECONOMIC	  HISTORY	  AND	  CONDITIONS	  (PRODUCTION) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Employment	  Relations	  Today 305-­‐182-­‐354 1520-­‐6459 HD4903.5.U5 ECONOMIC	  HISTORY	  AND	  CONDITIONS	  (PRODUCTION) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Proceedings	  of	  the	  Annual	  Meeting	  of	  the	  National	  Academy	  of	  Arbitrators 720-­‐970-­‐672 0148-­‐4176 HD5481 ECONOMIC	  HISTORY	  AND	  CONDITIONS	  (PRODUCTION) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Industrial	  Relations 425-­‐344-­‐892 1468-­‐232X HD6951 ECONOMIC	  HISTORY	  AND	  CONDITIONS	  (PRODUCTION) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Rehabilitation 493-­‐998-­‐009 0022-­‐4154 HD7255.A2 ECONOMIC	  HISTORY	  AND	  CONDITIONS	  (PRODUCTION) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Handbook	  of	  US	  Labor	  Statistics:	  Employment	  Earnings	  Prices	  Productivity	  and	  Other	  Labor	  Data384-­‐702-­‐031 1526-­‐2553 HD8051 ECONOMIC	  HISTORY	  AND	  CONDITIONS	  (PRODUCTION) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Textile	  History 886-­‐615-­‐046 1743-­‐2952 HD9850.1 ECONOMIC	  HISTORY	  AND	  CONDITIONS	  (PRODUCTION) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Communication	  Culture	  Package 224-­‐089-­‐053 HE TRANSPORTATION	  AND	  COMMUNICATIONS AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
TV	  &	  Cable	  Media 912-­‐048-­‐480 HE TRANSPORTATION	  AND	  COMMUNICATIONS AG RB97002-­‐00 02881
Accounting	  and	  Business	  Research 005-­‐484-­‐008 2159-­‐4260 HF COMMERCE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Direction	  of	  Trade	  Statistics	  Quarterly 273-­‐972-­‐281 0252-­‐306X HF1016 COMMERCE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
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  Library	  of	  Congress	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Monthly	  Statistics	  of	  International	  Trade 594-­‐681-­‐686 1609-­‐7343 HF1016 COMMERCE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
CRB	  Commodity	  Yearbook	  c-­‐w	  CD-­‐ROM 243-­‐943-­‐032 1076-­‐2906 HF1041 COMMERCE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Bloomberg	  Businessweek 125-­‐899-­‐619 0007-­‐7135 HF5001 COMMERCE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Harvard	  Business	  Review 386-­‐291-­‐009 0017-­‐8012 HF5001 COMMERCE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Harvard	  Business	  Review 386-­‐291-­‐009 0017-­‐8012 HF5001 COMMERCE AA RB95711-­‐00 02903
Journal	  of	  Marketing	  Research 486-­‐416-­‐084 1547-­‐7193 HF5415.2 COMMERCE AG RB97002-­‐00 02881
Psychology	  &	  Marketing 735-­‐782-­‐347 1520-­‐6793 HF5415.34 COMMERCE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Marketing 486-­‐382-­‐955 1547-­‐7185 HF5415.A2 COMMERCE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Electronic	  Commerce	  in	  Organizations 476-­‐948-­‐385 1539-­‐2929 HF5548.32 COMMERCE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Academy	  of	  Accounting	  Historians	  Membership 004-­‐316-­‐006 HF5601 COMMERCE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Accounting	  Historians	  Journal 005-­‐542-­‐006 0148-­‐4184 HF5601 COMMERCE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Accounting	  Historians	  Notebook 005-­‐544-­‐028 1075-­‐1416 HF5601 COMMERCE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Accounting	  Literature 465-­‐803-­‐542 0737-­‐4607 HF5601 COMMERCE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Accounting	  Trends	  &	  Techniques 005-­‐681-­‐002 1531-­‐4340 HF5681.B2 COMMERCE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Almanac	  of	  Business	  &	  Industrial	  Financial	  Ratios 034-­‐203-­‐000 0747-­‐9107 HF5681.R25 COMMERCE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Radio	  Advertising	  Source 747-­‐879-­‐021 1071-­‐4707 HF5905 COMMERCE AG RB97002-­‐00 02881
Radio	  Media 748-­‐480-­‐350 HF5905 COMMERCE AG RB97002-­‐00 02881
SRDS	  TV	  &	  Cable	  Source 846-­‐547-­‐347 1529-­‐6504 HF5905 COMMERCE AG RB97002-­‐00 02881
Direction	  of	  Trade	  Statistics	  Yearbook 273-­‐972-­‐521 0252-­‐3019 HF91 COMMERCE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
International	  Monetary	  Fund	  Combined	  Subscription 444-­‐586-­‐002 HG FINANCE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Wall	  Street	  Journal	  -­‐	  Weekend	  Edition 940-­‐458-­‐285 HG FINANCE AA RB95711-­‐00 02903
Wall	  Street	  Journal	  -­‐	  Weekend	  Edition 940-­‐458-­‐285 HG FINANCE AG RB97002-­‐00 02881
BARRONS	  /**/	  /FOR	  US	  EXC	  HAWAII	  ALASKA/	  /SURFACE	  MAIL/ 107-­‐644-­‐619 1077-­‐8039 HG1 FINANCE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Finance 479-­‐368-­‐961 1540-­‐6261 HG1 FINANCE AG RB97002-­‐00 02881
QUARTERLY	  JOURNAL	  OF	  FINANCE	  AND	  ACCOUNTING	  /FORMERLY/	  QUARTERLY	  JOURNAL	  OF	  BUSINESS	  AND	  ECONOMICS743-­‐365-­‐000 1939-­‐8123 HG1 FINANCE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
WALL	  STREET	  JOURNAL	  /**/	  /FOR	  US	  EXC	  HAWAII	  ALASKA/ 940-­‐472-­‐012 0099-­‐9660 HG1 FINANCE AA RB95711-­‐00 02903
WALL	  STREET	  JOURNAL	  /**/	  /FOR	  US	  EXC	  HAWAII	  ALASKA/ 940-­‐472-­‐012 0099-­‐9660 HG1 FINANCE AG RB97002-­‐00 02881
International	  Financial	  Statistics 440-­‐547-­‐008 0020-­‐6725 HG3881 FINANCE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
International	  Financial	  Statistics	  :	  Country	  Notes 440-­‐546-­‐679 1816-­‐0263 HG3881 FINANCE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Balance	  of	  Payments	  Statistics	  Yearbook 104-­‐683-­‐113 0252-­‐3035 HG3882 FINANCE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Portfolio	  Management 492-­‐560-­‐024 0095-­‐4918 HG4501 FINANCE AG RB97002-­‐00 02881
International	  Financial	  Statistics	  Yearbook 440-­‐547-­‐016 0250-­‐7463 HG61 FINANCE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Business	  Insurance 160-­‐432-­‐001 0007-­‐6864 HG8011 FINANCE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Bests	  Review 114-­‐544-­‐877 1527-­‐5914 HG8501 FINANCE AG RB97002-­‐00 02881
Bests	  Aggregates	  &	  Averages	  -­‐	  Property	  Casualty	  ed 114-­‐200-­‐025 1933-­‐4621 HG8945 FINANCE AG RB97002-­‐00 02881
National	  Tax	  Association 615-­‐426-­‐673 HJ PUBLIC	  FINANCE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Your	  Income	  Tax 974-­‐762-­‐502 HJ PUBLIC	  FINANCE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Government	  Finance	  Statistics	  Yearbook 373-­‐748-­‐003 0250-­‐7374 HJ101 PUBLIC	  FINANCE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
National	  Tax	  Journal 615-­‐446-­‐051 0028-­‐0283 HJ2240 PUBLIC	  FINANCE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Proceedings	  of	  the	  Annual	  Conference	  on	  Taxation 720-­‐891-­‐274 1066-­‐8608 HJ2240 PUBLIC	  FINANCE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Gallup	  Poll	  Cumulated	  Index	  -­‐	  Public	  Opinion 359-­‐474-­‐111 HM SOCIOLOGY	  (GENERAL	  AND	  THEORETICAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Qualitative	  Research	  Reports	  in	  Communication 741-­‐400-­‐881 1745-­‐9443 HM SOCIOLOGY	  (GENERAL	  AND	  THEORETICAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Sociological	  Focus 828-­‐074-­‐013 HM1 SOCIOLOGY	  (GENERAL	  AND	  THEORETICAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Sociological	  Inquiry 828-­‐090-­‐043 1475-­‐682X HM1 SOCIOLOGY	  (GENERAL	  AND	  THEORETICAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Sociological	  Review	  -­‐	  England 828-­‐172-­‐056 1467-­‐954X HM1 SOCIOLOGY	  (GENERAL	  AND	  THEORETICAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Sociological	  Review	  Monographs 828-­‐194-­‐019 HM15 SOCIOLOGY	  (GENERAL	  AND	  THEORETICAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Ekistics	  :	  Problems	  &	  Science	  of	  Human	  Settlements 297-­‐320-­‐004 0013-­‐2942 HN1 SOCIOLOGY:	  SOCIAL	  HISTORY.	  SOCIAL	  PROBLEMS.	  SOCIAL	  REFORM AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Sociology	  of	  Sport	  Journal 828-­‐485-­‐714 1543-­‐2785 HQ SOCIOLOGY:	  THE	  FAMILY.	  MARRIAGE.	  WOMAN AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Comparative	  Family	  Studies 474-­‐577-­‐013 0047-­‐2328 HQ1 SOCIOLOGY:	  THE	  FAMILY.	  MARRIAGE.	  WOMAN AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Marital	  and	  Family	  Therapy 486-­‐346-­‐356 1752-­‐0606 HQ1 SOCIOLOGY:	  THE	  FAMILY.	  MARRIAGE.	  WOMAN AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Ms 600-­‐583-­‐017 0047-­‐8318 HQ1101 SOCIOLOGY:	  THE	  FAMILY.	  MARRIAGE.	  WOMAN AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Child	  Development 199-­‐448-­‐069 1467-­‐8624 HQ750.A1 SOCIOLOGY:	  THE	  FAMILY.	  MARRIAGE.	  WOMAN AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Child	  Development	  Perspectives 199-­‐519-­‐182 1750-­‐8606 HQ767.8 SOCIOLOGY:	  THE	  FAMILY.	  MARRIAGE.	  WOMAN AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Pas	  Reports 678-­‐961-­‐244 HT SOCIOLOGY:	  COMMUNITIES.	  CLASSES.	  RACES AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Urban	  Anthropology	  and	  Studies	  of	  Cultural	  Systems	  and	  World	  Economic	  Development924-­‐342-­‐017 0894-­‐6019 HT101 SOCIOLOGY:	  COMMUNITIES.	  CLASSES.	  RACES AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
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Environment	  &	  Planning	  :	  A 310-­‐327-­‐980 1472-­‐3409 HT166 SOCIOLOGY:	  COMMUNITIES.	  CLASSES.	  RACES AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Review	  of	  Regional	  Studies 769-­‐330-­‐010 1553-­‐0892 HT390 SOCIOLOGY:	  COMMUNITIES.	  CLASSES.	  RACES AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Coastal	  Management 215-­‐496-­‐506 1521-­‐0421 HT392 SOCIOLOGY:	  COMMUNITIES.	  CLASSES.	  RACES AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
RENEWABLE	  RESOURCES	  JOURNAL 762-­‐056-­‐331 0738-­‐6532 HV SOCIAL	  PATHOLOGY.	  SOCIAL	  &	  PUBLIC	  WELFARE.	  CRIMINOLOGY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Families	  in	  Society	  :	  the	  Journal	  of	  Contemporary	  Social	  Services 326-­‐559-­‐846 1945-­‐1350 HV1 SOCIAL	  PATHOLOGY.	  SOCIAL	  &	  PUBLIC	  WELFARE.	  CRIMINOLOGY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Alcohol	  &	  Drug	  Education 466-­‐549-­‐151 0090-­‐1482 HV5128.U5 SOCIAL	  PATHOLOGY.	  SOCIAL	  &	  PUBLIC	  WELFARE.	  CRIMINOLOGY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
American	  Journal	  of	  Drug	  and	  Alcohol	  Abuse 043-­‐478-­‐056 1097-­‐9891 HV5800 SOCIAL	  PATHOLOGY.	  SOCIAL	  &	  PUBLIC	  WELFARE.	  CRIMINOLOGY AA RB97002-­‐68 02881
Journal	  of	  Drug	  Education 476-­‐040-­‐021 1541-­‐4159 HV5808 SOCIAL	  PATHOLOGY.	  SOCIAL	  &	  PUBLIC	  WELFARE.	  CRIMINOLOGY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Criminology	  -­‐	  Incls	  Criminology	  &	  Public	  Policy 245-­‐366-­‐067 1745-­‐9125 HV6001 SOCIAL	  PATHOLOGY.	  SOCIAL	  &	  PUBLIC	  WELFARE.	  CRIMINOLOGY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
CRIMINOLOGY	  &	  PUBLIC	  POLICY	  -­‐	  ONLINE	  /FOR	  INSTITUTIONS/ 245-­‐373-­‐406 1745-­‐9133 HV6001 SOCIAL	  PATHOLOGY.	  SOCIAL	  &	  PUBLIC	  WELFARE.	  CRIMINOLOGY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
New	  Left	  Review	  Digital	  Archive 626-­‐536-­‐098 HX SOCIALISM.	  COMMUNISM.	  ANARCHISM AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Monthly	  Review	  -­‐	  NY 594-­‐385-­‐007 0027-­‐0520 HX1 SOCIALISM.	  COMMUNISM.	  ANARCHISM AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Political	  Affairs	  :	  A	  Marxist	  Monthly 705-­‐504-­‐009 0032-­‐3128 HX1 SOCIALISM.	  COMMUNISM.	  ANARCHISM AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Political	  Affairs	  :	  A	  Marxist	  Monthly 705-­‐504-­‐012 HX1 SOCIALISM.	  COMMUNISM.	  ANARCHISM AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
New	  Left	  Review 626-­‐536-­‐031 0028-­‐6060 HX3 SOCIALISM.	  COMMUNISM.	  ANARCHISM AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Academy	  of	  Political	  Science	  Subscribing	  Membership 004-­‐422-­‐176 J POLITICAL	  SCIENCE:	  GENERAL	  LEGISLATIVE	  &	  EXECUTIVE	  PAPERS AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
American	  Journal	  of	  Political	  Science 044-­‐143-­‐972 1540-­‐5907 JA1 POLITICAL	  SCIENCE:	  COLLECTIONS	  AND	  GENERAL	  WORKS AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Perspectives	  on	  Political	  Science 686-­‐698-­‐697 1930-­‐5478 JA1 POLITICAL	  SCIENCE:	  COLLECTIONS	  AND	  GENERAL	  WORKS AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Comparative	  Politics 225-­‐908-­‐003 0010-­‐4159 JA3 POLITICAL	  SCIENCE:	  COLLECTIONS	  AND	  GENERAL	  WORKS AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
International	  Political	  Sociology 445-­‐515-­‐938 1749-­‐5687 JA76 POLITICAL	  SCIENCE:	  COLLECTIONS	  AND	  GENERAL	  WORKS AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Voter	  Guide 939-­‐170-­‐239 JC POLITICAL	  THEORY.	  THEORY	  OF	  THE	  STATE AA RB95711-­‐00 02903
Inquiry	  Answering	  Services 430-­‐816-­‐066 JF CONSTITUTIONAL	  HISTORY	  AND	  ADMINISTRATION AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Pas	  Memo 678-­‐957-­‐275 JF CONSTITUTIONAL	  HISTORY	  AND	  ADMINISTRATION AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Planning	  Advisory	  Service 699-­‐576-­‐963 JF CONSTITUTIONAL	  HISTORY	  AND	  ADMINISTRATION AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Political	  Communication 705-­‐532-­‐737 1091-­‐7675 JF1525.P8 CONSTITUTIONAL	  HISTORY	  AND	  ADMINISTRATION AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
FORUM	  -­‐	  ONLINE	  /FOR	  INSTITUTIONS	  EXCEPT	  CORPORATIONS	  AND	  FOR-­‐PROFIT	  INSTITUTIONS/350-­‐585-­‐329 1540-­‐8884 JK1 POLITICAL	  SCIENCE:	  UNITED	  STATES AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Harvard	  Political	  Review 386-­‐686-­‐000 0090-­‐1032 JK1 POLITICAL	  SCIENCE:	  UNITED	  STATES AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Almanac	  of	  American	  Politics	  -­‐	  Hardcover 034-­‐199-­‐000 0362-­‐076X JK1012 POLITICAL	  SCIENCE:	  UNITED	  STATES AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Connecticut	  State	  Register	  &	  Manual	  -­‐	  Soft	  Cover	  ed 232-­‐685-­‐008 0270-­‐6245 JK3331 POLITICAL	  SCIENCE:	  UNITED	  STATES AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Presidential	  Studies	  Quarterly 715-­‐117-­‐982 1741-­‐5705 JK501 POLITICAL	  SCIENCE:	  UNITED	  STATES AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Canadian	  Public	  Administration	  =	  Administration	  Publique	  du	  Canada 177-­‐864-­‐023 1754-­‐7121 JL1 POLITICAL	  SCIENCE:	  BRITISH	  AMERICA.	  LATIN	  AMERICA AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Ocean	  Development	  &	  International	  Law 650-­‐999-­‐204 1521-­‐0642 JX1 INTERNATIONAL	  LAW AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
World	  Affairs	  -­‐	  DC 964-­‐104-­‐004 0043-­‐8200 JX1901 INTERNATIONAL	  LAW AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Law	  of	  the	  Sea	  :	  a	  Select	  Bibliography 518-­‐868-­‐047 JZ INTERNATIONAL	  RELATIONS AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
International	  Studies	  Perspectives 447-­‐669-­‐060 1528-­‐3585 JZ1234 INTERNATIONAL	  RELATIONS AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Foreign	  Policy	  Analysis 348-­‐198-­‐946 1743-­‐8594 JZ6.5 INTERNATIONAL	  RELATIONS AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
International	  Affairs 437-­‐002-­‐108 1468-­‐2346 JZ6.5 INTERNATIONAL	  RELATIONS AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Benefits	  &	  Compensation	  Legal	  &	  Legislative	  Reporter 112-­‐906-­‐295 K LAW	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
BENEFITS	  MAGAZINE	  /FORMERLY/	  BENEFITS	  &	  COMPENSATION 112-­‐912-­‐800 2157-­‐6157 K LAW	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Corporate	  Taxation	  -­‐	  CT 239-­‐810-­‐161 1534-­‐715X K LAW	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Administrative	  Law	  Review 013-­‐362-­‐009 0001-­‐8368 K1 LAW	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
George	  Washington	  International	  Law	  Review 366-­‐561-­‐819 1534-­‐9977 K10 LAW	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  College	  and	  University	  Law 474-­‐099-­‐611 0093-­‐8688 K10 LAW	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Criminal	  Law	  and	  Criminology 475-­‐381-­‐000 0091-­‐4169 K10 LAW	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Legal	  Education 485-­‐522-­‐007 0022-­‐2208 K10 LAW	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Psychiatry	  &	  Law 493-­‐162-­‐002 0093-­‐1853 K10 LAW	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Massachusetts	  Law	  Review 552-­‐571-­‐002 0163-­‐1411 K13 LAW	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
AMERICAN	  JOURNAL	  OF	  JURISPRUDENCE 043-­‐683-­‐002 0065-­‐8995 K14 LAW	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Natural	  Resources	  &	  Environment 616-­‐678-­‐280 0882-­‐3812 K14 LAW	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
New	  England	  Law	  Review 624-­‐701-­‐009 0028-­‐4823 K14 LAW	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Nuclear	  Law	  Bulletin 646-­‐250-­‐084 1609-­‐7378 K14 LAW	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Behavioral	  Sciences	  &	  the	  Law 111-­‐308-­‐235 1099-­‐0798 K2 LAW	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Boston	  University	  Law	  Review 132-­‐662-­‐008 0006-­‐8047 K2 LAW	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Tax	  Law	  Review 874-­‐692-­‐015 0040-­‐0041 K24 LAW	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Environmental	  Law	  -­‐	  OR 310-­‐738-­‐000 0046-­‐2276 K5 LAW	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
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Harvard	  International	  Law	  Journal 386-­‐489-­‐009 0017-­‐8063 K8 LAW	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Harvard	  Law	  Review 386-­‐603-­‐005 0017-­‐811X K8 LAW	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Barrons	  Guide	  to	  Law	  Schools 107-­‐645-­‐608 1062-­‐2489 KF266 LAW:	  UNITED	  STATES AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Media	  Law	  Reporter 559-­‐323-­‐001 0148-­‐1045 KF2750 LAW:	  UNITED	  STATES AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Deskbook	  Encyclopedia	  of	  American	  School	  Law 267-­‐211-­‐449 1058-­‐4919 KF4114 LAW:	  UNITED	  STATES AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Taxes 875-­‐130-­‐007 0040-­‐0181 KF6272 LAW:	  UNITED	  STATES AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Association	  for	  Supervision	  &	  Curriculum	  Development	  Select	  Membership 088-­‐782-­‐040 L EDUCATION	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Association	  of	  Teacher	  Educators	  Membership 088-­‐831-­‐003 L EDUCATION	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Educational	  Leadership 294-­‐531-­‐041 L EDUCATION	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Mailbox	  Companion 541-­‐926-­‐143 L EDUCATION	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
New	  England	  Journal	  of	  Higher	  Education 624-­‐617-­‐601 L EDUCATION	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Education	  Update	  -­‐	  VA 293-­‐923-­‐991 1091-­‐2622 L11 EDUCATION	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Educational	  Forum 294-­‐384-­‐021 1938-­‐8098 L11 EDUCATION	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Educational	  Leadership 294-­‐531-­‐009 0013-­‐1784 L11 EDUCATION	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
History	  of	  Education	  Quarterly 395-­‐337-­‐041 1748-­‐5959 L11 EDUCATION	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Educational	  Research 476-­‐631-­‐023 1940-­‐0675 L11 EDUCATION	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Middle	  School	  Journal 574-­‐540-­‐001 0094-­‐0771 L11 EDUCATION	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Peabody	  Journal	  of	  Education 680-­‐893-­‐971 1532-­‐7930 L11 EDUCATION	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Teachers	  College	  Record 875-­‐990-­‐087 1467-­‐9620 L11 EDUCATION	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
PHILOSOPHY	  OF	  EDUCATION 691-­‐671-­‐358 L13 EDUCATION	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Barrons	  Profiles	  of	  American	  Colleges	  -­‐	  Incls	  CD-­‐ROM 107-­‐669-­‐996 1065-­‐5026 L901 EDUCATION	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Barrons	  Profiles	  of	  American	  Colleges	  -­‐	  Incls	  CD-­‐ROM 107-­‐669-­‐996 1065-­‐5026 L901 EDUCATION	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
JOURNAL	  OF	  STUDENT	  AFFAIRS	  RESEARCH	  AND	  PRACTICE	  -­‐	  ONLINE 497-­‐766-­‐695 1949-­‐6605 LA227.3 HISTORY	  OF	  EDUCATION AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
AIMS 026-­‐251-­‐751 1557-­‐9743 LB THEORY	  AND	  PRACTICE	  OF	  EDUCATION AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
College	  Teaching 218-­‐434-­‐207 1930-­‐8299 LB THEORY	  AND	  PRACTICE	  OF	  EDUCATION AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Connections	  Annual	  Directory	  of	  New	  England	  Colleges	  and	  Universities 232-­‐764-­‐688 LB THEORY	  AND	  PRACTICE	  OF	  EDUCATION AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Education	  Update	  -­‐	  VA 293-­‐923-­‐994 LB THEORY	  AND	  PRACTICE	  OF	  EDUCATION AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Continuing	  Higher	  Education 475-­‐131-­‐180 1948-­‐4801 LB THEORY	  AND	  PRACTICE	  OF	  EDUCATION AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Language	  Arts	  c-­‐w	  College	  English	  &	  English	  Journal 515-­‐666-­‐023 LB THEORY	  AND	  PRACTICE	  OF	  EDUCATION AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Mailbox	  -­‐	  Intermediate	  ed	  -­‐	  Incls	  Mailbox	  Companion 541-­‐925-­‐871 1088-­‐5552 LB THEORY	  AND	  PRACTICE	  OF	  EDUCATION AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
NATIONAL	  ASSOCIATION	  OF	  SECONDARY	  SCHOOL	  PRINCIPALS	  SUBSCRIPTION	  MEMBERSHIP	  /FOR	  LIBRARIES	  ONLY/609-­‐251-­‐012 LB THEORY	  AND	  PRACTICE	  OF	  EDUCATION AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Principals	  Research	  Review 716-­‐770-­‐979 1558-­‐5948 LB THEORY	  AND	  PRACTICE	  OF	  EDUCATION AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Teachers	  Helper	  -­‐	  Grade	  1	  Ed 876-­‐041-­‐831 LB THEORY	  AND	  PRACTICE	  OF	  EDUCATION AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Teachers	  Helper	  -­‐	  Grades	  2-­‐3	  Ed 876-­‐041-­‐849 LB THEORY	  AND	  PRACTICE	  OF	  EDUCATION AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Teachers	  Helper	  -­‐	  Grades	  4-­‐6	  ed 876-­‐041-­‐872 LB THEORY	  AND	  PRACTICE	  OF	  EDUCATION AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Teachers	  Helper	  -­‐	  Kindergarten	  Ed 876-­‐041-­‐823 1078-­‐6570 LB THEORY	  AND	  PRACTICE	  OF	  EDUCATION AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
School	  Psychology	  Quarterly 801-­‐796-­‐525 1045-­‐3830 LB1027.55 THEORY	  AND	  PRACTICE	  OF	  EDUCATION AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Research	  in	  Childhood	  Education 494-­‐278-­‐399 2150-­‐2641 LB1028 THEORY	  AND	  PRACTICE	  OF	  EDUCATION AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Theory	  into	  Practice 888-­‐930-­‐021 1543-­‐0421 LB1028 THEORY	  AND	  PRACTICE	  OF	  EDUCATION AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
LEARNING	  AND	  LEADING	  WITH	  TECHNOLOGY	  /SURFACE	  MAIL/	  /FORMERLY/	  COMPUTING	  TEACHER519-­‐975-­‐908 1082-­‐5754 LB1028.5 THEORY	  AND	  PRACTICE	  OF	  EDUCATION AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Literacy	  Research 485-­‐812-­‐580 1554-­‐8430 LB1050 THEORY	  AND	  PRACTICE	  OF	  EDUCATION AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Scientific	  Studies	  of	  Reading 806-­‐723-­‐383 1532-­‐799X LB1050 THEORY	  AND	  PRACTICE	  OF	  EDUCATION AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Cognition	  and	  Instruction 216-­‐244-­‐772 1532-­‐690X LB1060 THEORY	  AND	  PRACTICE	  OF	  EDUCATION AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Psychology	  in	  the	  Schools 735-­‐814-­‐113 1520-­‐6807 LB1101 THEORY	  AND	  PRACTICE	  OF	  EDUCATION AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Monographs	  of	  Society	  for	  Research	  in	  Child	  Development 591-­‐188-­‐024 1540-­‐5834 LB1103 THEORY	  AND	  PRACTICE	  OF	  EDUCATION AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Mailbox	  -­‐	  Preschool	  ed	  -­‐	  Incls	  Mailbox	  Companion 541-­‐925-­‐855 1088-­‐5536 LB1140.35.C THEORY	  AND	  PRACTICE	  OF	  EDUCATION AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
YC	  Young	  Children	  -­‐	  Regular	  Subscription 971-­‐173-­‐901 1538-­‐6619 LB1140.A1 THEORY	  AND	  PRACTICE	  OF	  EDUCATION AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Childhood	  Education 199-­‐921-­‐008 0009-­‐4056 LB1141 THEORY	  AND	  PRACTICE	  OF	  EDUCATION AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Mailbox	  -­‐	  Kindergarten	  Ed	  -­‐	  Incls	  Mailbox	  Companion 541-­‐916-­‐467 1088-­‐5528 LB1169 THEORY	  AND	  PRACTICE	  OF	  EDUCATION AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Mailbox	  -­‐	  Grade	  1	  -­‐	  Incls	  Mailbox	  Companion 541-­‐916-­‐486 1948-­‐688X LB1501 THEORY	  AND	  PRACTICE	  OF	  EDUCATION AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Mailbox	  -­‐	  Grades	  2-­‐3	  ed	  -­‐	  Incls	  Mailbox	  Companion 541-­‐925-­‐806 1930-­‐3580 LB1537 THEORY	  AND	  PRACTICE	  OF	  EDUCATION AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Language	  Arts 515-­‐663-­‐037 1943-­‐2402 LB1576.A1 THEORY	  AND	  PRACTICE	  OF	  EDUCATION AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Instructor	  -­‐	  MO 433-­‐429-­‐909 1532-­‐0200 LB1592 THEORY	  AND	  PRACTICE	  OF	  EDUCATION AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Middle	  Ground 574-­‐490-­‐108 1094-­‐6675 LB1623 THEORY	  AND	  PRACTICE	  OF	  EDUCATION AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Teacher	  Education	  Yearbook 875-­‐849-­‐341 1078-­‐2265 LB1707 THEORY	  AND	  PRACTICE	  OF	  EDUCATION AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
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Action	  in	  Teacher	  Education 011-­‐676-­‐004 0162-­‐6620 LB1715 THEORY	  AND	  PRACTICE	  OF	  EDUCATION AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
New	  Educator 624-­‐241-­‐484 1547-­‐688X LB1715 THEORY	  AND	  PRACTICE	  OF	  EDUCATION AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
ATE	  Newsletter 090-­‐632-­‐316 0001-­‐2718 LB2157.A3 THEORY	  AND	  PRACTICE	  OF	  EDUCATION AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
National	  Reading	  Conference	  Yearbook 614-­‐327-­‐005 0547-­‐8375 LB2365.R4 THEORY	  AND	  PRACTICE	  OF	  EDUCATION AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Yearbook	  of	  the	  Literacy	  Research	  Association 972-­‐074-­‐775 2166-­‐2177 LB2365.R4 THEORY	  AND	  PRACTICE	  OF	  EDUCATION AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
News	  Leader 632-­‐923-­‐314 0278-­‐0569 LB2831.92 THEORY	  AND	  PRACTICE	  OF	  EDUCATION AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Principal	  Leadership 716-­‐735-­‐045 LB2831.92 THEORY	  AND	  PRACTICE	  OF	  EDUCATION AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  School	  Health 495-­‐610-­‐164 1746-­‐1561 LB3401 THEORY	  AND	  PRACTICE	  OF	  EDUCATION AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Techniques 878-­‐620-­‐533 1527-­‐1803 LC1041 SPECIAL	  ASPECTS	  OF	  EDUCATION AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Moral	  Education 488-­‐140-­‐849 1465-­‐3877 LC268 SPECIAL	  ASPECTS	  OF	  EDUCATION AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Multicultural	  Counseling	  and	  Development 488-­‐219-­‐866 0883-­‐8534 LC3701 SPECIAL	  ASPECTS	  OF	  EDUCATION AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Educational	  Gerontology 294-­‐425-­‐053 1521-­‐0472 LC5201 SPECIAL	  ASPECTS	  OF	  EDUCATION AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Continuing	  Higher	  Education	  Review 236-­‐457-­‐867 0893-­‐0384 LC6201 SPECIAL	  ASPECTS	  OF	  EDUCATION AA RB95711-­‐00 02903
American	  Scientist 048-­‐207-­‐005 0003-­‐0996 LJ85 STUDENT	  FRATERNITIES	  &	  SOCIETIES	  (UNITED	  STATES) AA RB97020-­‐00 02882
American	  String	  Teachers	  Association	  Membership 049-­‐489-­‐842 M MUSIC AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Inrockuptibles 430-­‐822-­‐007 0298-­‐3788 M MUSIC AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Band	  Research 470-­‐876-­‐004 0021-­‐9207 M MUSIC AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Organization	  of	  American	  Kodaly	  Educators	  Library	  Membership 663-­‐974-­‐921 M MUSIC AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Percussive	  Arts	  Society	  Membership 684-­‐195-­‐001 M MUSIC AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
American	  Music	  Teacher 045-­‐796-­‐000 0003-­‐0112 ML1 LITERATURE	  OF	  MUSIC AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Choral	  Journal 202-­‐891-­‐008 0009-­‐5028 ML1 LITERATURE	  OF	  MUSIC AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
CLAVIER	  COMPANION 211-­‐799-­‐020 2152-­‐4491 ML1 LITERATURE	  OF	  MUSIC AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
College	  Music	  Symposium 218-­‐088-­‐003 0069-­‐5696 ML1 LITERATURE	  OF	  MUSIC AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Instrumentalist 433-­‐776-­‐006 0020-­‐4331 ML1 LITERATURE	  OF	  MUSIC AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Historical	  Research	  in	  Music	  Education 481-­‐733-­‐392 1536-­‐6006 ML1 LITERATURE	  OF	  MUSIC AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Kodaly	  Envoy 509-­‐193-­‐629 1084-­‐1776 ML1 LITERATURE	  OF	  MUSIC AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Missouri	  Journal	  of	  Research	  in	  Music	  Education 582-­‐517-­‐009 0085-­‐350X ML1 LITERATURE	  OF	  MUSIC AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Percussion	  News 684-­‐189-­‐044 1534-­‐9764 ML1 LITERATURE	  OF	  MUSIC AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Percussive	  Notes 684-­‐205-­‐006 0553-­‐6502 ML1 LITERATURE	  OF	  MUSIC AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Perspectives	  of	  New	  Music 686-­‐666-­‐009 0031-­‐6016 ML1 LITERATURE	  OF	  MUSIC AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Perspectives	  of	  New	  Music 686-­‐666-­‐009 0031-­‐6016 ML1 LITERATURE	  OF	  MUSIC AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Theory	  &	  Practice 888-­‐922-­‐762 0741-­‐6156 ML1 LITERATURE	  OF	  MUSIC AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
American	  String	  Teacher 049-­‐489-­‐008 0003-­‐1313 ML27.U5 LITERATURE	  OF	  MUSIC AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Singing 495-­‐957-­‐011 1086-­‐7732 ML27.U5 LITERATURE	  OF	  MUSIC AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Annual	  Review	  of	  Jazz	  Studies 062-­‐635-­‐198 0731-­‐0641 ML3505.8 LITERATURE	  OF	  MUSIC AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Strad	  -­‐	  England 855-­‐285-­‐128 0039-­‐2049 ML5 LITERATURE	  OF	  MUSIC AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Strad	  Directory 855-­‐293-­‐585 ML800 LITERATURE	  OF	  MUSIC AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
APOLLO 066-­‐957-­‐002 0003-­‐6536 N1 VISUAL	  ARTS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Art	  in	  America 081-­‐366-­‐007 0004-­‐3214 N1 VISUAL	  ARTS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Artforum	  International 082-­‐962-­‐606 1086-­‐7058 N1 VISUAL	  ARTS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Artnews 083-­‐594-­‐648 0004-­‐3273 N1 VISUAL	  ARTS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Burlington	  Magazine 158-­‐953-­‐125 0007-­‐6287 N1 VISUAL	  ARTS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Flash	  Art	  International 340-­‐252-­‐618 0394-­‐1493 N1.A1 VISUAL	  ARTS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Revue	  de	  l	  Art 775-­‐378-­‐003 0035-­‐1326 N2 VISUAL	  ARTS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Antike	  Kunst 064-­‐550-­‐007 0003-­‐5688 N5320 VISUAL	  ARTS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Womans	  Art	  Journal 961-­‐308-­‐527 0270-­‐7993 N72.F45 VISUAL	  ARTS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Art	  History 082-­‐000-­‐092 1467-­‐8365 N7480 VISUAL	  ARTS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
School	  Arts	  -­‐	  The	  Art	  Education	  Magazine	  for	  Teachers 800-­‐897-­‐001 0036-­‐6463 N81 VISUAL	  ARTS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Urban	  Land 924-­‐510-­‐274 NA ARCHITECTURE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Urban	  Land	  Institute	  Membership	  -­‐	  Associate 924-­‐538-­‐002 NA ARCHITECTURE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Architectural	  Design	  :	  Ad 071-­‐653-­‐059 1554-­‐2769 NA1 ARCHITECTURE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
TD&T 875-­‐565-­‐343 1052-­‐6765 NA1 ARCHITECTURE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Environment	  &	  Planning	  :	  B	  Planning	  &	  Design 310-­‐329-­‐232 1472-­‐3417 NA2005 ARCHITECTURE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Architectural	  Digest 071-­‐685-­‐002 0003-­‐8520 NA730.C2 ARCHITECTURE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Urban	  Land	  Middle	  East 924-­‐554-­‐520 NA9245 ARCHITECTURE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
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Sculpture	  Review 808-­‐722-­‐763 0747-­‐5284 NB1 SCULPTURE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Fashion	  Practice 329-­‐822-­‐137 1756-­‐9389 NC DRAWING.	  DESIGN.	  ILLUSTRATION AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Master	  Drawings 552-­‐911-­‐000 0025-­‐5025 NC1 DRAWING.	  DESIGN.	  ILLUSTRATION AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Textile	  Museum	  Journal 886-­‐828-­‐003 0083-­‐7407 NK8802.W3 DECORATIVE	  ARTS.	  APPLIED	  ARTS.	  DECORATION	  &	  ORNAMENT AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
CUED	  Speech	  Journal 248-­‐819-­‐393 1059-­‐8243 P PHILOLOGY	  &	  LINGUISTICS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Revue	  des	  Langues	  Romanes 778-­‐943-­‐001 0223-­‐3711 P PHILOLOGY	  &	  LINGUISTICS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Philological	  Quarterly 690-­‐922-­‐869 0031-­‐7977 P1 PHILOLOGY	  &	  LINGUISTICS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Philological	  Quarterly 690-­‐922-­‐869 0031-­‐7977 P1 PHILOLOGY	  &	  LINGUISTICS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Theoretical	  Linguistics 888-­‐740-­‐039 1613-­‐4060 P1 PHILOLOGY	  &	  LINGUISTICS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Cla	  Journal 210-­‐682-­‐001 0007-­‐8549 P1.A1 PHILOLOGY	  &	  LINGUISTICS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
IRAL	  :	  International	  Review	  of	  Applied	  Linguistics	  in	  Language	  Teaching 452-­‐688-­‐137 1613-­‐4141 P1.A1 PHILOLOGY	  &	  LINGUISTICS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Linguistics 527-­‐952-­‐104 1613-­‐396X P1.A1 PHILOLOGY	  &	  LINGUISTICS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Linguistic	  Analysis 527-­‐840-­‐003 0098-­‐9053 P123 PHILOLOGY	  &	  LINGUISTICS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Linguistique 528-­‐017-­‐015 0075-­‐966X P2 PHILOLOGY	  &	  LINGUISTICS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Zeitschrift	  fuer	  Literaturwissenschaft	  und	  Linguistik	  Lili 978-­‐145-­‐001 0049-­‐8653 P3 PHILOLOGY	  &	  LINGUISTICS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
International	  Journal	  of	  the	  Sociology	  of	  Language 443-­‐470-­‐157 1613-­‐3668 P40 PHILOLOGY	  &	  LINGUISTICS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Historische	  Sprachforschung	  =	  Historical	  Linguistics 395-­‐114-­‐137 0935-­‐3518 P501 PHILOLOGY	  &	  LINGUISTICS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Language	  Learning	  Journal 515-­‐834-­‐410 1753-­‐2167 P51 PHILOLOGY	  &	  LINGUISTICS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Profession 728-­‐298-­‐796 0740-­‐6959 P57.U7 PHILOLOGY	  &	  LINGUISTICS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Communication	  Culture	  and	  Critique 224-­‐089-­‐007 1753-­‐9137 P87 PHILOLOGY	  &	  LINGUISTICS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Communication	  Research	  Reports 224-­‐240-­‐572 1746-­‐4099 P87 PHILOLOGY	  &	  LINGUISTICS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Communication	  Theory 224-­‐279-­‐492 1468-­‐2885 P87 PHILOLOGY	  &	  LINGUISTICS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Communication	  Yearbook 224-­‐290-­‐007 0147-­‐4642 P87 PHILOLOGY	  &	  LINGUISTICS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Eastern	  Communication	  Association	  Journals 287-­‐688-­‐840 P87 PHILOLOGY	  &	  LINGUISTICS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Communication 474-­‐478-­‐110 1460-­‐2466 P87 PHILOLOGY	  &	  LINGUISTICS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Revista	  Espanola	  de	  Linguistica 771-­‐690-­‐005 0210-­‐1874 P9 PHILOLOGY	  &	  LINGUISTICS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Communication	  Reports 224-­‐232-­‐348 1745-­‐1043 P91.3 PHILOLOGY	  &	  LINGUISTICS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Human	  Communication	  Research 404-­‐269-­‐105 1468-­‐2958 P91.3 PHILOLOGY	  &	  LINGUISTICS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Mass	  Communication	  and	  Society 552-­‐321-­‐556 1532-­‐7825 P95.54 PHILOLOGY	  &	  LINGUISTICS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Womens	  Studies	  in	  Communication	  -­‐	  England 961-­‐985-­‐631 2152-­‐999X P96.S48 PHILOLOGY	  &	  LINGUISTICS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Ramus 750-­‐606-­‐006 0048-­‐671X PA1 CLASSICAL	  LANGUAGES	  &	  LITERATURE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Emerita 304-­‐497-­‐001 0013-­‐6662 PA9 CLASSICAL	  LANGUAGES	  &	  LITERATURE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Foreign	  Language	  Annals 347-­‐958-­‐009 1944-­‐9720 PB1 MODERN	  EUROPEAN	  LANGUAGES	  (GENERAL).	  CELTIC	  LANGUAGE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Foreign	  Language	  Annals 347-­‐958-­‐009 1944-­‐9720 PB1 &	  LITERATURES AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Modern	  Language	  Journal 586-­‐273-­‐070 1540-­‐4781 PB1 MODERN	  EUROPEAN	  LANGUAGES	  (GENERAL).	  CELTIC	  LANGUAGE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Modern	  Language	  Journal 586-­‐273-­‐070 1540-­‐4781 PB1 &	  LITERATURES AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Modern	  Language	  Studies 586-­‐330-­‐003 0047-­‐7729 PB1 MODERN	  EUROPEAN	  LANGUAGES	  (GENERAL).	  CELTIC	  LANGUAGE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Modern	  Language	  Studies 586-­‐330-­‐003 0047-­‐7729 PB1 &	  LITERATURES AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
PMLA	  :	  Publications	  of	  the	  Modern	  Language	  Association	  of	  America	  -­‐	  Paperbound702-­‐702-­‐003 PB6 MODERN	  EUROPEAN	  LANGUAGES	  (GENERAL).	  CELTIC	  LANGUAGE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
PMLA	  :	  Publications	  of	  the	  Modern	  Language	  Association	  of	  America	  -­‐	  Paperbound702-­‐702-­‐003 PB6 &	  LITERATURES AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
AATI	  Newsletter 000-­‐649-­‐053 PC ROMANCE	  LANGUAGES AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
American	  Association	  of	  Teachers	  of	  Italian	  Membership 037-­‐456-­‐530 PC ROMANCE	  LANGUAGES AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Romance	  Notes 787-­‐111-­‐004 0035-­‐7995 PC1 ROMANCE	  LANGUAGES AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Romance	  Philology 787-­‐128-­‐012 0035-­‐8002 PC1 ROMANCE	  LANGUAGES AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Italica 456-­‐899-­‐004 0021-­‐3020 PC1068.U6 ROMANCE	  LANGUAGES AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Revue	  de	  Linguistique	  Romane 779-­‐041-­‐003 0035-­‐1458 PC2 ROMANCE	  LANGUAGES AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Romania 787-­‐160-­‐001 0035-­‐8029 PC2 ROMANCE	  LANGUAGES AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
French	  Review 354-­‐637-­‐001 0016-­‐111X PC2001 ROMANCE	  LANGUAGES AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Francais	  Moderne 352-­‐374-­‐169 0015-­‐9409 PC2002 ROMANCE	  LANGUAGES AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Langue	  Francaise 516-­‐028-­‐024 0023-­‐8368 PC2002 ROMANCE	  LANGUAGES AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
FRANCAIS	  DANS	  LE	  MONDE	  -­‐	  WITHOUT	  SPECIAL	  ISSUES 352-­‐381-­‐115 0015-­‐9395 PC2065 ROMANCE	  LANGUAGES AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Francophonies	  du	  Sud 352-­‐979-­‐439 1631-­‐4786 PC2065 ROMANCE	  LANGUAGES AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Lengas	  -­‐	  Revue	  de	  Sociolinguistique 522-­‐157-­‐007 0153-­‐0313 PC3371 ROMANCE	  LANGUAGES AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Hispanic	  Journal	  -­‐	  PA 393-­‐900-­‐865 0271-­‐0986 PC4001 ROMANCE	  LANGUAGES AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Nueva	  Revista	  de	  Filologia	  Hispanica 647-­‐253-­‐004 0185-­‐0121 PC4008 ROMANCE	  LANGUAGES AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
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Wirkendes	  Wort 959-­‐482-­‐001 0935-­‐879X PD GERMANIC	  LANGUAGES AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Germanic	  Notes	  &	  Reviews 368-­‐059-­‐671 0016-­‐8882 PD1 GERMANIC	  LANGUAGES AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
College	  English	  Association	  Membership 217-­‐880-­‐855 PE ENGLISH	  LANGUAGE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
TESOL	  Package 883-­‐508-­‐009 PE ENGLISH	  LANGUAGE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
ANQ 063-­‐435-­‐366 1940-­‐3364 PE1 ENGLISH	  LANGUAGE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
College	  English 217-­‐873-­‐033 2161-­‐8178 PE1 ENGLISH	  LANGUAGE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
English	  Journal 308-­‐735-­‐042 2161-­‐8895 PE1 ENGLISH	  LANGUAGE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
College	  Composition	  and	  Communication 217-­‐775-­‐048 1939-­‐9006 PE1001 ENGLISH	  LANGUAGE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
CEA	  Critic 188-­‐264-­‐006 0007-­‐8069 PE1011 ENGLISH	  LANGUAGE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Research	  in	  the	  Teaching	  of	  English 766-­‐125-­‐033 1943-­‐2348 PE1066 ENGLISH	  LANGUAGE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
TESOL	  Journal 883-­‐452-­‐105 1949-­‐3533 PE1128.A2 ENGLISH	  LANGUAGE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
TESOL	  Quarterly 883-­‐510-­‐367 1545-­‐7249 PE1128.A2 ENGLISH	  LANGUAGE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
German	  Quarterly 367-­‐921-­‐017 1756-­‐1183 PF3001 WEST	  GERMANIC	  LANGUAGE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Beitraege	  zur	  Geschichte	  der	  Deutschen	  Sprache	  &	  Literatur 111-­‐934-­‐027 1865-­‐9373 PF3003 WEST	  GERMANIC	  LANGUAGE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Deutsch	  als	  Fremdsprache 267-­‐854-­‐149 0011-­‐9741 PF3003 WEST	  GERMANIC	  LANGUAGE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Muttersprache 604-­‐943-­‐001 0027-­‐514X PF3003 WEST	  GERMANIC	  LANGUAGE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Zeitschrift	  fuer	  Deutsche	  Philologie 976-­‐903-­‐005 0044-­‐2496 PF3003 WEST	  GERMANIC	  LANGUAGE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Zeitschrift	  fuer	  Germanistische	  Linguistik 977-­‐436-­‐069 1613-­‐0626 PF3003 WEST	  GERMANIC	  LANGUAGE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Zielsprache	  Deutsch 981-­‐096-­‐001 0341-­‐5864 PF3003 WEST	  GERMANIC	  LANGUAGE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Russkaia	  Literatura 791-­‐373-­‐012 PG2920 SLAVIC.	  BALTIC,	  ALBANIAN	  LANGUAGES	  AND	  LITERATURES AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Nash	  Sovremennik 607-­‐765-­‐013 PG3227 SLAVIC.	  BALTIC,	  ALBANIAN	  LANGUAGES	  AND	  LITERATURES AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Lippincott	  Williams	  Wilkins	  -­‐	  Site	  License	  -­‐	  Journals	  at	  Ovid 528-­‐443-­‐823 PN LITERARY	  HISTORY	  AND	  COLLECTIONS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐68 02881
TLS	  :	  the	  Times	  Literary	  Supplement	  Index 893-­‐580-­‐886 PN LITERARY	  HISTORY	  AND	  COLLECTIONS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Znamia 981-­‐336-­‐993 PN LITERARY	  HISTORY	  AND	  COLLECTIONS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Writers	  Digest 969-­‐262-­‐005 0043-­‐9525 PN101 LITERARY	  HISTORY	  AND	  COLLECTIONS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Literary	  Market	  Place 529-­‐571-­‐002 0000-­‐1155 PN161 LITERARY	  HISTORY	  AND	  COLLECTIONS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Writers	  Market 969-­‐344-­‐001 0084-­‐2729 PN161 LITERARY	  HISTORY	  AND	  COLLECTIONS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Rhetoric	  Society	  Quarterly 781-­‐738-­‐968 1930-­‐322X PN171.4 LITERARY	  HISTORY	  AND	  COLLECTIONS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Cahiers	  du	  Cinema	  -­‐	  French	  ed 164-­‐018-­‐004 0008-­‐011X PN1993 LITERARY	  HISTORY	  AND	  COLLECTIONS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Cineaste 207-­‐759-­‐002 0009-­‐7004 PN1993 LITERARY	  HISTORY	  AND	  COLLECTIONS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Film	  Comment 335-­‐586-­‐004 0015-­‐119X PN1993 LITERARY	  HISTORY	  AND	  COLLECTIONS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Film	  Criticism 335-­‐610-­‐002 0163-­‐5069 PN1993 LITERARY	  HISTORY	  AND	  COLLECTIONS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
FILM	  JOURNAL	  INTERNATIONAL	  /FORMERLY/	  FILM	  JOURNAL 335-­‐876-­‐678 1526-­‐9884 PN1993 LITERARY	  HISTORY	  AND	  COLLECTIONS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Popular	  Film	  &	  Television 492-­‐545-­‐041 1930-­‐6458 PN1993 LITERARY	  HISTORY	  AND	  COLLECTIONS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Revue	  d	  Histoire	  du	  Theatre 778-­‐060-­‐004 1291-­‐2530 PN2003 LITERARY	  HISTORY	  AND	  COLLECTIONS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
PRIMER	  ACTO 716-­‐430-­‐004 0032-­‐8367 PN2008 LITERARY	  HISTORY	  AND	  COLLECTIONS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Restoration	  &	  18th	  Century	  Theatre	  Research 767-­‐140-­‐007 0034-­‐5822 PN2592 LITERARY	  HISTORY	  AND	  COLLECTIONS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
MAGAZINE	  LITTERAIRE	  -­‐	  PRINT	  +	  ONLINE 540-­‐828-­‐005 0024-­‐9807 PN3 LITERARY	  HISTORY	  AND	  COLLECTIONS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
POETIQUE 703-­‐320-­‐002 0032-­‐2024 PN3 LITERARY	  HISTORY	  AND	  COLLECTIONS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Euphorion	  :	  Zeitschrift	  fuer	  Literaturgeschichte 317-­‐021-­‐004 0014-­‐2328 PN4 LITERARY	  HISTORY	  AND	  COLLECTIONS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Communication	  Education 224-­‐095-­‐059 1479-­‐5795 PN4071 LITERARY	  HISTORY	  AND	  COLLECTIONS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Communication	  Quarterly 224-­‐224-­‐980 1746-­‐4102 PN4071 LITERARY	  HISTORY	  AND	  COLLECTIONS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Western	  Journal	  of	  Communication 951-­‐976-­‐380 1745-­‐1027 PN4071 LITERARY	  HISTORY	  AND	  COLLECTIONS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Religion	  &	  Literature 761-­‐078-­‐278 0888-­‐3769 PN49 LITERARY	  HISTORY	  AND	  COLLECTIONS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Revista	  de	  Literatura 773-­‐382-­‐009 0034-­‐849X PN6 LITERARY	  HISTORY	  AND	  COLLECTIONS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Studies	  in	  Romanticism 860-­‐211-­‐002 0039-­‐3762 PN751 LITERARY	  HISTORY	  AND	  COLLECTIONS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Revue	  de	  Litterature	  Comparee 779-­‐082-­‐007 0035-­‐1466 PN851 LITERARY	  HISTORY	  AND	  COLLECTIONS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Voprosy	  Literatury 938-­‐882-­‐016 PN9 LITERARY	  HISTORY	  AND	  COLLECTIONS	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Revue	  d	  Histoire	  Litteraire	  de	  la	  France	  -­‐	  Hors	  Serie 777-­‐897-­‐083 PQ ROMANCE	  LITERATURES AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Revue	  d	  Histoire	  Litteraire	  de	  la	  France 777-­‐897-­‐000 0035-­‐2411 PQ2 ROMANCE	  LITERATURES AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Presence	  Francophone 715-­‐001-­‐004 0048-­‐5195 PQ3900 ROMANCE	  LITERATURES AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Lettere	  Italiane 522-­‐813-­‐104 0024-­‐1334 PQ4001 ROMANCE	  LITERATURES AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Studi	  Danteschi 857-­‐374-­‐003 0391-­‐7835 PQ4332 ROMANCE	  LITERATURES AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Critica	  Hispanica 245-­‐616-­‐362 0278-­‐7261 PQ6001 ROMANCE	  LITERATURES AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Cuadernos	  del	  Lazarillo 248-­‐546-­‐137 1134-­‐5292 PQ6001 ROMANCE	  LITERATURES AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
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Hispanofila 394-­‐011-­‐001 0018-­‐2206 PQ6001 ROMANCE	  LITERATURES AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Monographic	  Review	  =	  Revista	  Monografica 590-­‐586-­‐269 0885-­‐7512 PQ6001 ROMANCE	  LITERATURES AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Revista	  de	  Filologia	  Espanola 771-­‐932-­‐698 0210-­‐9174 PQ6001 ROMANCE	  LITERATURES AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Letras	  Femeninas 522-­‐588-­‐003 0277-­‐4356 PQ6055 ROMANCE	  LITERATURES AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Anales	  de	  la	  Literatura	  Espanola	  Contemporanea 052-­‐629-­‐763 0272-­‐1635 PQ6144 ROMANCE	  LITERATURES AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Latin	  American	  Literary	  Review 517-­‐195-­‐004 0047-­‐4134 PQ7081.A1 ROMANCE	  LITERATURES AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Revista	  Iberoamericana 772-­‐434-­‐007 0034-­‐9631 PQ7081.A1 ROMANCE	  LITERATURES AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Dickens	  Society	  Membership 271-­‐342-­‐354 PR ENGLISH	  LITERATURE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Victorian	  Newsletter 933-­‐059-­‐008 0042-­‐5192 PR1 ENGLISH	  LITERATURE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Victorians	  -­‐	  A	  Journal	  of	  Culture	  and	  Literature 933-­‐140-­‐820 2166-­‐0107 PR1 ENGLISH	  LITERATURE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Essays	  and	  Studies 314-­‐514-­‐019 PR13 ENGLISH	  LITERATURE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Dickens	  Quarterly 271-­‐341-­‐133 0742-­‐5473 PR4579 ENGLISH	  LITERATURE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Dickensian 271-­‐370-­‐009 0012-­‐2440 PR4579 ENGLISH	  LITERATURE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Hopkins	  Quarterly 399-­‐108-­‐018 0094-­‐9086 PR4803.H44 ENGLISH	  LITERATURE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Beckett	  Studies 471-­‐552-­‐010 1759-­‐7811 PR6003.E282 ENGLISH	  LITERATURE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Irish	  University	  Review 453-­‐852-­‐006 0021-­‐1427 PR8700 ENGLISH	  LITERATURE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Canadian	  Literature 176-­‐682-­‐011 0008-­‐4360 PR9100 ENGLISH	  LITERATURE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Fiddlehead 334-­‐547-­‐015 0015-­‐0630 PR9291.N4 ENGLISH	  LITERATURE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Thoreau	  Society	  Membership 890-­‐356-­‐017 PS AMERICAN	  LITERATURE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Poetry 703-­‐357-­‐004 0032-­‐2032 PS301 AMERICAN	  LITERATURE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Concord	  Saunterer 230-­‐089-­‐013 1068-­‐5359 PS3053 AMERICAN	  LITERATURE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Thoreau	  Society	  Bulletin 890-­‐356-­‐009 0040-­‐6406 PS3053 AMERICAN	  LITERATURE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Walt	  Whitman	  Quarterly	  Review 941-­‐141-­‐145 0737-­‐0679 PS3229 AMERICAN	  LITERATURE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Paideuma	  -­‐	  ME 672-­‐510-­‐005 0090-­‐5674 PS3531.O82 AMERICAN	  LITERATURE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
New	  Letters 626-­‐552-­‐004 0146-­‐4930 PS501 AMERICAN	  LITERATURE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Akzente 030-­‐236-­‐004 0002-­‐3957 PT1141.A2 GERMANIC	  LITERATURES AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
MODERN	  AUSTRIAN	  LITERATURE 585-­‐005-­‐002 0026-­‐7503 PT3810 GERMANIC	  LITERATURES AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Best	  American	  Short	  Stories 113-­‐888-­‐002 0067-­‐6233 PZ1 JUVENILE	  BELLES	  LETTRES AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
AAAS	  SITE	  WIDE	  ACCESS	  PACKAGE	  -­‐	  ONLINE	  /ALL	  EXCEPT	  MID	  CHN	  HKG	  IDN	  PHL	  SGP	  TWN	  PRK	  KOR	  AUS	  NZL	  THA	  VNM/000-­‐303-­‐305 Q SCIENCE	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐68 02881
National	  Science	  Teachers	  Association	  Institutional	  Comprehensive	  Membership	  #3614-­‐924-­‐751 Q SCIENCE	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Networks 620-­‐594-­‐069 1097-­‐0037 Q SCIENCE	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
American	  Journal	  of	  Science 044-­‐332-­‐110 1945-­‐452X Q1 SCIENCE	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
New	  Scientist	  -­‐	  UK	  ed 628-­‐447-­‐005 0262-­‐4079 Q1 SCIENCE	  (GENERAL) AA RB97020-­‐00 02882
New	  Scientist	  -­‐	  US	  ed 628-­‐448-­‐250 0262-­‐4079 Q1 SCIENCE	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Science	  Education 804-­‐016-­‐061 1098-­‐237X Q1 SCIENCE	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
NSTA	  Report 645-­‐640-­‐376 Q11 SCIENCE	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Proceedings	  of	  the	  National	  Academy	  of	  Sciences	  of	  the	  United	  States	  of	  America 724-­‐474-­‐051 1091-­‐6490 Q11 SCIENCE	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Kids	  Discover 507-­‐156-­‐636 1054-­‐2868 Q163 SCIENCE	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Research	  in	  Science	  Teaching 494-­‐542-­‐061 1098-­‐2736 Q181.A1 SCIENCE	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Science	  Is	  Elementary 804-­‐081-­‐511 1064-­‐7015 Q181.A1 SCIENCE	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Foundations	  and	  Trends	  in	  Human-­‐Computer	  Interaction 351-­‐722-­‐046 1551-­‐3963 QA MATHEMATICS,	  COMPUTER	  SCIENCE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Foundations	  and	  Trends	  in	  Human-­‐Computer	  Interaction 351-­‐722-­‐046 1551-­‐3963 QA MATHEMATICS,	  COMPUTER	  SCIENCE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Natural	  Resource	  Modeling 616-­‐673-­‐380 1939-­‐7445 QA MATHEMATICS,	  COMPUTER	  SCIENCE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Canadian	  Journal	  of	  Mathematics 176-­‐142-­‐074 1496-­‐4279 QA1 MATHEMATICS,	  COMPUTER	  SCIENCE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Canadian	  Journal	  of	  Mathematics	  c-­‐w	  Canadian	  Mathematical	  Bulletin 176-­‐142-­‐109 QA1 MATHEMATICS,	  COMPUTER	  SCIENCE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Canadian	  Mathematical	  Bulletin 176-­‐780-­‐040 QA1 MATHEMATICS,	  COMPUTER	  SCIENCE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Inverse	  Problems 450-­‐758-­‐099 1361-­‐6420 QA1 MATHEMATICS,	  COMPUTER	  SCIENCE AB RB97002-­‐00 02881
Mathematics	  Teacher 555-­‐501-­‐006 0025-­‐5769 QA1 MATHEMATICS,	  COMPUTER	  SCIENCE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Rocky	  Mountain	  Journal	  of	  Mathematics 786-­‐468-­‐041 1945-­‐3795 QA1 MATHEMATICS,	  COMPUTER	  SCIENCE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
SIAM	  Journal	  on	  Applied	  Mathematics 818-­‐319-­‐048 1095-­‐712X QA1 MATHEMATICS,	  COMPUTER	  SCIENCE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Summing	  Up 863-­‐601-­‐859 QA11.A1 MATHEMATICS,	  COMPUTER	  SCIENCE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Graph	  Theory 480-­‐738-­‐061 1097-­‐0118 QA166 MATHEMATICS,	  COMPUTER	  SCIENCE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Combinatorial	  Designs 474-­‐227-­‐394 1520-­‐6610 QA166.25 MATHEMATICS,	  COMPUTER	  SCIENCE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Computers	  in	  Mathematics	  &	  Science	  Teaching 474-­‐782-­‐505 0731-­‐9258 QA20.C65 MATHEMATICS,	  COMPUTER	  SCIENCE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Applied	  Probability 469-­‐658-­‐033 0021-­‐9002 QA276 MATHEMATICS,	  COMPUTER	  SCIENCE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
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Statistical	  Science 852-­‐066-­‐695 QA276.A1 MATHEMATICS,	  COMPUTER	  SCIENCE AB RB97002-­‐00 02881
SIAM	  Journal	  on	  Mathematical	  Analysis 818-­‐384-­‐042 1095-­‐7154 QA300 MATHEMATICS,	  COMPUTER	  SCIENCE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Difference	  Equations	  and	  Applications 475-­‐939-­‐906 1563-­‐5120 QA431 MATHEMATICS,	  COMPUTER	  SCIENCE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Information	  Systems	  Research 428-­‐736-­‐987 1526-­‐5536 QA76.27 MATHEMATICS,	  COMPUTER	  SCIENCE AG RB97002-­‐00 02881
Surveying	  and	  Land	  Information	  Science 867-­‐667-­‐180 1559-­‐7202 QB ASTRONOMY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
American	  Journal	  of	  Physics 044-­‐115-­‐099 1943-­‐2909 QC1 PHYSICS AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
European	  Journal	  of	  Physics 318-­‐401-­‐403 1361-­‐6404 QC1 PHYSICS AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Physics	  :	  A	  Mathematical	  &	  Theoretical 491-­‐922-­‐324 1751-­‐8121 QC1 PHYSICS AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Physics	  :	  D	  Applied	  Physics 491-­‐923-­‐645 1361-­‐6463 QC1 PHYSICS AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Physical	  Review	  A	  Atomic	  Molecular	  and	  Optical	  Physics 694-­‐551-­‐631 1094-­‐1622 QC1 PHYSICS AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Physical	  Review	  C	  Nuclear	  Physics 694-­‐557-­‐083 1089-­‐490X QC1 PHYSICS AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Physical	  Review	  Letters 694-­‐615-­‐014 1079-­‐7114 QC1 PHYSICS AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
PROLA 732-­‐320-­‐783 QC1 PHYSICS AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Reviews	  of	  Modern	  Physics 769-­‐782-­‐038 1539-­‐0756 QC1 PHYSICS AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Physical	  Review	  E 694-­‐559-­‐261 1550-­‐2376 QC174.7 PHYSICS AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Physical	  Review	  B	  Condensed	  Matter	  and	  Materials	  Physics 694-­‐554-­‐049 1550-­‐235X QC176.A1 PHYSICS AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Acoustics	  Today 006-­‐572-­‐600 1557-­‐0223 QC221 PHYSICS AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  the	  Acoustical	  Society	  of	  America 465-­‐825-­‐149 1520-­‐8524 QC221 PHYSICS AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Reports	  on	  Progress	  in	  Physics 763-­‐774-­‐065 1361-­‐6633 QC3 PHYSICS AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Physical	  Review	  Special	  Topics	  -­‐	  Physics	  Education	  Research 694-­‐617-­‐077 1554-­‐9178 QC30 PHYSICS AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Applied	  Optics 068-­‐385-­‐038 2155-­‐3165 QC350 PHYSICS AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  the	  Optical	  Society	  of	  America	  -­‐	  Part	  A	  Optics	  Image	  Science	  &	  Vision 490-­‐284-­‐064 1520-­‐8532 QC350 PHYSICS AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Optics	  Letters 661-­‐574-­‐095 1539-­‐4794 QC350 PHYSICS AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  the	  Optical	  Society	  of	  America	  -­‐	  Part	  B	  Optical	  Physics 490-­‐284-­‐155 1520-­‐8540 QC392 PHYSICS AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Physical	  Review	  D	  Particles	  Fields	  Gravitation	  and	  Cosmology 694-­‐558-­‐479 1550-­‐2368 QC721 PHYSICS AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Physical	  Review	  Special	  Topics	  -­‐	  Accelerators	  &	  Beams 694-­‐617-­‐069 1098-­‐4402 QC787.P3 PHYSICS AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
GEOPHYSICAL	  JOURNAL	  INTERNATIONAL	  -­‐	  ONLINE	  /ALL	  EXC	  WILEY	  EUROPE	  UK/ 366-­‐339-­‐752 1365-­‐246X QC801 PHYSICS AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Atmosphere	  Ocean 092-­‐077-­‐031 1480-­‐9214 QC851 PHYSICS AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Bulletin	  of	  American	  Meteorological	  Society 145-­‐659-­‐033 0003-­‐0007 QC851 PHYSICS AA RB97020-­‐00 02882
Journal	  of	  Applied	  Meteorology	  and	  Climatology 469-­‐543-­‐268 1558-­‐8432 QC851 PHYSICS AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Climate 473-­‐729-­‐523 1520-­‐0442 QC851 PHYSICS AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  the	  Atmospheric	  Sciences 470-­‐564-­‐022 1520-­‐0469 QC851 PHYSICS AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Quarterly	  Journal	  of	  the	  Royal	  Meteorological	  Society 743-­‐766-­‐065 1477-­‐870X QC851 PHYSICS AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Global	  Change	  Biology 371-­‐156-­‐076 1365-­‐2486 QC981.8.C5 PHYSICS AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
CLIMATOLOGICAL	  DATA	  -­‐	  ONLINE	  -­‐	  BY	  STATE 212-­‐715-­‐015 QC983 PHYSICS AA RB97020-­‐00 02882
Monthly	  Weather	  Review	  -­‐	  MA 595-­‐024-­‐076 1520-­‐0493 QC983 PHYSICS AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Polymer	  Science 492-­‐492-­‐111 QD471 CHEMISTRY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
JOURNAL	  OF	  POLYMER	  SCIENCE	  -­‐	  PART	  A	  -­‐	  ONLINE 492-­‐492-­‐053 1099-­‐0518 QD471 CHEMISTRY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
JOURNAL	  OF	  POLYMER	  SCIENCE	  -­‐	  PART	  B	  -­‐	  ONLINE 492-­‐492-­‐095 1099-­‐0488 QD471 CHEMISTRY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Photochemistry	  and	  Photobiology	  -­‐	  Incls	  Supplement 692-­‐986-­‐045 1751-­‐1097 QD601.A1 CHEMISTRY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
CRC	  Handbook	  of	  Chemistry	  and	  Physics 244-­‐012-­‐001 0147-­‐6262 QD65 CHEMISTRY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
American	  Meteorological	  Society	  Membership 045-­‐491-­‐040 QE GEOLOGY AA RB97020-­‐00 02882
Bibliography	  and	  Index	  of	  Micropaleontology 118-­‐582-­‐048 QE GEOLOGY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Atmospheric	  and	  Oceanic	  Technology 470-­‐519-­‐679 1520-­‐0426 QE GEOLOGY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Limnology	  &	  Oceanography:	  Methods 527-­‐179-­‐063 QE GEOLOGY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
LOCAL	  CLIMATOLOGICAL	  DATA	  -­‐	  ONLINE	  -­‐	  EDITED	  ED	  -­‐	  INDIVIDUAL	  STATION 532-­‐144-­‐136 QE GEOLOGY AA RB97020-­‐00 02882
Tellus	  -­‐	  Series	  A	  c-­‐w	  Series	  B 881-­‐485-­‐155 QE GEOLOGY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Canadian	  Journal	  of	  Earth	  Sciences 175-­‐979-­‐053 1480-­‐3313 QE1 GEOLOGY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
EARTH	  INTERACTIONS	  -­‐	  ONLINE	  /ALL	  EXCEPT	  AGU	  ASIA	  &	  ANZ	  COUNTRIES/	  /FOR	  INST/286-­‐075-­‐080 1087-­‐3562 QE1 GEOLOGY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
EARTH	  INTERACTIONS	  -­‐	  ONLINE	  /FOR	  ASIA	  AGU	  ASIA	  &	  ANZ	  COUNTRIES/	  /FOR	  INSTITUTIONS/286-­‐075-­‐081 QE1 GEOLOGY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
EARTH	  INTERACTIONS	  -­‐	  ONLINE	  /FOR	  AUSTRALIA	  NEW	  ZEALAND/	  /FOR	  INSTITUTIONS/286-­‐075-­‐111 QE1 GEOLOGY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Rocks	  and	  Minerals 786-­‐387-­‐001 0035-­‐7529 QE351 GEOLOGY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Sedimentology 810-­‐850-­‐057 1365-­‐3091 QE471 GEOLOGY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
ASM	  Online	  Journals	  Full	  Journals	  Package 086-­‐494-­‐309 QH NATURAL	  HISTORY	  (GENERAL).	  BIOLOGY	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Eukaryotic	  Cell 316-­‐972-­‐728 1535-­‐9786 QH NATURAL	  HISTORY	  (GENERAL).	  BIOLOGY	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
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Microscope 573-­‐185-­‐006 0026-­‐282X QH201 NATURAL	  HISTORY	  (GENERAL).	  BIOLOGY	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Biological	  Bulletin 122-­‐369-­‐051 1939-­‐8697 QH301 NATURAL	  HISTORY	  (GENERAL).	  BIOLOGY	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Biologie	  Aujourd	  Hui 122-­‐727-­‐130 2105-­‐0678 QH301 NATURAL	  HISTORY	  (GENERAL).	  BIOLOGY	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Biometrics 123-­‐309-­‐064 1541-­‐0420 QH301 NATURAL	  HISTORY	  (GENERAL).	  BIOLOGY	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Cold	  Spring	  Harbor	  Symposia	  on	  Quantitative	  Biology	  -­‐	  Softbound 216-­‐815-­‐001 0091-­‐7451 QH301 NATURAL	  HISTORY	  (GENERAL).	  BIOLOGY	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Evolution	  -­‐	  KS 320-­‐217-­‐037 1558-­‐5646 QH301 NATURAL	  HISTORY	  (GENERAL).	  BIOLOGY	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Experimental	  Biology 478-­‐796-­‐048 1477-­‐9145 QH301 NATURAL	  HISTORY	  (GENERAL).	  BIOLOGY	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Philosophical	  Transactions	  of	  the	  Royal	  Society	  B	  :	  Biological	  Sciences 691-­‐399-­‐059 1471-­‐2970 QH301 NATURAL	  HISTORY	  (GENERAL).	  BIOLOGY	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Proceedings	  -­‐	  Royal	  Society	  :	  Biological	  Sciences 719-­‐412-­‐181 1471-­‐2954 QH301 NATURAL	  HISTORY	  (GENERAL).	  BIOLOGY	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Geobiology 364-­‐315-­‐119 1472-­‐4669 QH343.4 NATURAL	  HISTORY	  (GENERAL).	  BIOLOGY	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
JBC	  Thematic	  Minireview	  Series 462-­‐262-­‐280 QH345 NATURAL	  HISTORY	  (GENERAL).	  BIOLOGY	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Genetics 363-­‐824-­‐053 1943-­‐2631 QH431.A1 NATURAL	  HISTORY	  (GENERAL).	  BIOLOGY	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Genome 364-­‐097-­‐063 1480-­‐3321 QH431.A1 NATURAL	  HISTORY	  (GENERAL).	  BIOLOGY	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Molecular	  and	  Cellular	  Biology 588-­‐905-­‐935 1098-­‐5549 QH506 NATURAL	  HISTORY	  (GENERAL).	  BIOLOGY	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Ecological	  Applications 288-­‐857-­‐550 1939-­‐5582 QH540 NATURAL	  HISTORY	  (GENERAL).	  BIOLOGY	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Ecological	  Monographs 288-­‐866-­‐999 1557-­‐7015 QH540 NATURAL	  HISTORY	  (GENERAL).	  BIOLOGY	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Ecology	  -­‐	  NY 288-­‐949-­‐050 1939-­‐9170 QH540 NATURAL	  HISTORY	  (GENERAL).	  BIOLOGY	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Functional	  Ecology 357-­‐325-­‐224 1365-­‐2435 QH540 NATURAL	  HISTORY	  (GENERAL).	  BIOLOGY	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Restoration	  Ecology 767-­‐133-­‐325 1526-­‐100X QH541.15.R4 NATURAL	  HISTORY	  (GENERAL).	  BIOLOGY	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Marine	  Ecology 548-­‐869-­‐098 1439-­‐0485 QH541.5.S3 NATURAL	  HISTORY	  (GENERAL).	  BIOLOGY	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Marine	  Ecology	  Progress	  Series 548-­‐872-­‐068 1616-­‐1599 QH541.5.S3 NATURAL	  HISTORY	  (GENERAL).	  BIOLOGY	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Environmental	  Toxicology	  and	  Chemistry 311-­‐039-­‐648 1552-­‐8618 QH545.A1 NATURAL	  HISTORY	  (GENERAL).	  BIOLOGY	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Conservation 232-­‐945-­‐239 1936-­‐6779 QH75.A1 NATURAL	  HISTORY	  (GENERAL).	  BIOLOGY	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Conservation	  Biology 232-­‐952-­‐184 1523-­‐1739 QH75.A1 NATURAL	  HISTORY	  (GENERAL).	  BIOLOGY	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
New	  Zealand	  Journal	  of	  Marine	  and	  Freshwater	  Research 631-­‐786-­‐092 1175-­‐8805 QH91.A1 NATURAL	  HISTORY	  (GENERAL).	  BIOLOGY	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
New	  Zealand	  Journal	  of	  Marine	  and	  Freshwater	  Research 631-­‐786-­‐092 1175-­‐8805 QH91.A1 NATURAL	  HISTORY	  (GENERAL).	  BIOLOGY	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Freshwater	  Biology 354-­‐867-­‐053 1365-­‐2427 QH96.A1 NATURAL	  HISTORY	  (GENERAL).	  BIOLOGY	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Inland	  Waters 430-­‐291-­‐600 2044-­‐205X QH98 NATURAL	  HISTORY	  (GENERAL).	  BIOLOGY	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Verhandlungen	  der	  Internationalen	  Vereinigung	  F	  Theoretische	  &	  Angewandte	  Limnologie930-­‐781-­‐331 0368-­‐0770 QH98 NATURAL	  HISTORY	  (GENERAL).	  BIOLOGY	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Cryptogamie	  -­‐	  Combined	  Subscription 247-­‐696-­‐255 QK BOTANY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Friends	  of	  the	  Arnold	  Arboretum	  Membership 355-­‐189-­‐374 QK BOTANY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Missouri	  Botanical	  Gardens	  Membership 582-­‐347-­‐472 QK BOTANY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Soil	  Science	  &	  Plant	  Nutrition 829-­‐204-­‐015 1747-­‐0765 QK BOTANY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
American	  Journal	  of	  Botany 043-­‐255-­‐090 1537-­‐2197 QK1 BOTANY AF RB97002-­‐00 02881
Bartonia	  :	  Proceedings	  of	  the	  Philadelphia	  Botanical	  Club 107-­‐740-­‐003 0198-­‐7356 QK1 BOTANY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Botany 132-­‐942-­‐045 1916-­‐2804 QK1 BOTANY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Critical	  Reviews	  in	  Plant	  Sciences 245-­‐805-­‐080 1549-­‐7836 QK1 BOTANY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Missouri	  Botanical	  Garden	  Bulletin 582-­‐345-­‐005 0026-­‐6507 QK1 BOTANY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
New	  Phytologist 627-­‐786-­‐080 1469-­‐8137 QK1 BOTANY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
PLANT	  PHYSIOLOGY	  -­‐	  INCLS	  PLANT	  CELL	  -­‐	  ONLINE	  -­‐	  TIERS	  1-­‐4	  /ALL	  EXCEPT	  CHINA/	  /FOR	  INSTITUTIONS/700-­‐280-­‐068 1532-­‐2548 QK1 BOTANY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Plant	  Science	  Bulletin 700-­‐370-­‐232 1537-­‐9752 QK1 BOTANY AF RB97002-­‐00 02881
Taxon 875-­‐264-­‐566 0040-­‐0262 QK1 BOTANY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Arnoldia	  :	  the	  Magazine	  of	  the	  Arnold	  Arboretum 080-­‐635-­‐303 0004-­‐2633 QK479 BOTANY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Cryptogamie	  -­‐	  Bryologie 247-­‐696-­‐388 1290-­‐0796 QK532.4 BOTANY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Cryptogamie	  -­‐	  Algologie 247-­‐696-­‐271 0181-­‐1568 QK564 BOTANY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
European	  Journal	  of	  Phycology 318-­‐400-­‐058 1469-­‐4433 QK564 BOTANY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
JOURNAL	  OF	  PHYCOLOGY	  -­‐	  ONLINE	  /ALL	  EXCEPT	  WILEY	  EUROPE	  UK/ 491-­‐731-­‐014 1529-­‐8817 QK564 BOTANY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Phycologia 693-­‐927-­‐048 QK564 BOTANY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Phycological	  Research 693-­‐951-­‐568 1440-­‐1835 QK564 BOTANY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Cryptogamie	  -­‐	  Mycologie 247-­‐696-­‐578 0181-­‐1584 QK600 BOTANY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Functional	  Plant	  Biology 357-­‐329-­‐549 1445-­‐4416 QK710 BOTANY AF RB97002-­‐00 02881
Physiologia	  Plantarum 695-­‐805-­‐069 1399-­‐3054 QK710 BOTANY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Plant	  Cell 699-­‐937-­‐322 1532-­‐298X QK725 BOTANY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Ecology 476-­‐237-­‐060 1365-­‐2745 QK900 BOTANY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Brief	  Communications 135-­‐735-­‐884 QL ZOOLOGY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
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Canadian	  Journal	  of	  Zoology	  =	  Revue	  Canadienne	  de	  Zoologie 176-­‐535-­‐045 1480-­‐3283 QL1 ZOOLOGY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Zoology 499-­‐946-­‐044 1469-­‐7998 QL1 ZOOLOGY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Eukaryotic	  Microbiology 478-­‐628-­‐332 1550-­‐7408 QL366 ZOOLOGY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Protist 733-­‐513-­‐063 1434-­‐4610 QL366 ZOOLOGY AA RB97020-­‐00 02882
Ecological	  Entomology 288-­‐862-­‐063 1365-­‐2311 QL461 ZOOLOGY AF RB97002-­‐00 02881
Insect	  Conservation	  and	  Diversity 430-­‐882-­‐012 1752-­‐4598 QL461 ZOOLOGY AF RB97002-­‐00 02881
Zoobooks 981-­‐498-­‐371 0737-­‐9005 QL49 ZOOLOGY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Fish	  Biology 479-­‐453-­‐052 1095-­‐8649 QL614 ZOOLOGY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
North	  American	  Birds 640-­‐301-­‐578 1525-­‐3708 QL671 ZOOLOGY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Marine	  Mammal	  Science 549-­‐299-­‐683 1748-­‐7692 QL713.2 ZOOLOGY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Animal	  Ecology 468-­‐503-­‐073 1365-­‐2656 QL750 ZOOLOGY AF RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Morphology 488-­‐147-­‐091 1097-­‐4687 QL801 ZOOLOGY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Development	  -­‐	  England 269-­‐599-­‐221 1477-­‐9129 QL951 ZOOLOGY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Canadian	  Journal	  of	  Physiology	  &	  Pharmacology 176-­‐322-­‐063 1205-­‐7541 QP1 PHYSIOLOGY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Physiology 492-­‐149-­‐083 1469-­‐7793 QP1 PHYSIOLOGY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Vascular	  Research 499-­‐293-­‐983 1423-­‐0135 QP101 PHYSIOLOGY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
World	  Review	  of	  Nutrition	  and	  Dietetics 967-­‐385-­‐016 1662-­‐3975 QP141.A1 PHYSIOLOGY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Neurophysiology 489-­‐119-­‐110 1522-­‐1598 QP351 PHYSIOLOGY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
JOURNAL	  OF	  NEUROSCIENCE	  -­‐	  ONLINE	  /FOR	  INSTITUTIONS/ 489-­‐161-­‐042 1529-­‐2401 QP351 PHYSIOLOGY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Quarterly	  Journal	  of	  Experimental	  Psychology 743-­‐343-­‐444 1747-­‐0226 QP351 PHYSIOLOGY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Clinical	  Neuropsychologist 213-­‐633-­‐720 1744-­‐4144 QP360 PHYSIOLOGY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Biochemistry	  &	  Cell	  Biology 121-­‐429-­‐252 1208-­‐6002 QP501 PHYSIOLOGY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Biological	  Chemistry 471-­‐775-­‐551 1083-­‐351X QP501 PHYSIOLOGY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Histochemistry	  and	  Cytochemistry 481-­‐723-­‐045 1551-­‐5044 QP501 PHYSIOLOGY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Lipid	  Research 485-­‐806-­‐038 1539-­‐7262 QP751 PHYSIOLOGY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Aging	  and	  Physical	  Activity 466-­‐167-­‐707 1543-­‐267X QP86 PHYSIOLOGY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Clinical	  and	  Vaccine	  Immunology 214-­‐018-­‐814 1556-­‐679X QR MICROBIOLOGY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Applied	  and	  Environmental	  Microbiology 068-­‐159-­‐599 1098-­‐5336 QR1 MICROBIOLOGY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Applied	  Microbiology 469-­‐548-­‐796 1365-­‐2672 QR1 MICROBIOLOGY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Bacteriology 470-­‐847-­‐641 1098-­‐5530 QR1 MICROBIOLOGY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Basic	  Microbiology 470-­‐977-­‐463 1521-­‐4028 QR1 MICROBIOLOGY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Letters	  in	  Applied	  Microbiology 522-­‐832-­‐880 1472-­‐765X QR1 MICROBIOLOGY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
mBio 556-­‐670-­‐350 2150-­‐7511 QR1 MICROBIOLOGY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
mBio 556-­‐670-­‐350 2150-­‐7511 QR1 MICROBIOLOGY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Microbiology	  -­‐	  England 572-­‐464-­‐089 1465-­‐2080 QR1 MICROBIOLOGY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Microbiology	  and	  Molecular	  Biology	  Reviews 572-­‐555-­‐241 1098-­‐5557 QR1 MICROBIOLOGY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Infection	  and	  Immunity 427-­‐234-­‐174 1098-­‐5522 QR1.A47 MICROBIOLOGY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Aquatic	  Microbial	  Ecology 069-­‐421-­‐808 1616-­‐1564 QR105 MICROBIOLOGY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Immunology 482-­‐378-­‐072 1550-­‐6606 QR180 MICROBIOLOGY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  General	  Virology 480-­‐342-­‐401 1465-­‐2099 QR360 MICROBIOLOGY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Virology 499-­‐420-­‐115 1098-­‐5514 QR360 MICROBIOLOGY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Clinical	  Microbiology 473-­‐821-­‐064 1098-­‐660X QR46 MICROBIOLOGY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Medical	  Microbiology 487-­‐094-­‐096 1473-­‐5644 QR46 MICROBIOLOGY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Clinical	  Microbiology	  Reviews 213-­‐608-­‐714 1098-­‐6618 QR67 MICROBIOLOGY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Allied	  Health 466-­‐664-­‐018 0090-­‐7421 R690 MEDICINE	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Alternative	  &	  Complementary	  Therapies 034-­‐719-­‐070 1557-­‐9085 R733 MEDICINE	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
American	  Journal	  of	  Health	  Promotion 043-­‐569-­‐860 RA PUBLIC	  ASPECTS	  OF	  MEDICINE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Informa	  Healthcare	  Journal	  Package	  -­‐	  Custom	  Title	  List 427-­‐492-­‐492 RA PUBLIC	  ASPECTS	  OF	  MEDICINE AA RB97002-­‐68 02881
Quest	  :	  National	  Association	  for	  Physical	  Education	  in	  Higher	  Education 745-­‐564-­‐047 1543-­‐2750 RA PUBLIC	  ASPECTS	  OF	  MEDICINE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Forensic	  Sciences 479-­‐830-­‐044 1556-­‐4029 RA1001 PUBLIC	  ASPECTS	  OF	  MEDICINE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Health	  Care	  Management	  Review 387-­‐947-­‐807 1550-­‐5030 RA393 PUBLIC	  ASPECTS	  OF	  MEDICINE AA RB97002-­‐68 02881
CANADIAN	  JOURNAL	  OF	  PUBLIC	  HEALTH	  =	  REVUE	  CANADIENNE	  DE	  SANTE	  PUBLIQUE176-­‐421-­‐006 RA395.C2 PUBLIC	  ASPECTS	  OF	  MEDICINE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Sociology	  of	  Health	  &	  Illness 828-­‐440-­‐040 1467-­‐9566 RA418 PUBLIC	  ASPECTS	  OF	  MEDICINE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
International	  Journal	  of	  Health	  Services 442-­‐340-­‐024 1541-­‐4469 RA421 PUBLIC	  ASPECTS	  OF	  MEDICINE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
ACSMS	  Health	  &	  Fitness	  Journal 006-­‐960-­‐561 1536-­‐593X RA781 PUBLIC	  ASPECTS	  OF	  MEDICINE AA RB97002-­‐68 02881
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Blood	  -­‐	  Incls	  Supplement 125-­‐795-­‐104 1528-­‐0020 RB145 PATHOLOGY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Behavioral	  Medicine 111-­‐238-­‐507 1940-­‐4026 RB152 PATHOLOGY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Diabetes 270-­‐520-­‐232 1939-­‐327X RC INTERNAL	  MEDICINE.	  PRACTICE	  OF	  MEDICINE. AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Endocrine	  Legacy	  Journal	  Archives	  -­‐	  1917-­‐1996 306-­‐035-­‐903 RC INTERNAL	  MEDICINE.	  PRACTICE	  OF	  MEDICINE. AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Cardiopulmonary	  Rehabilitation	  and	  Prevention 472-­‐937-­‐408 1932-­‐751X RC INTERNAL	  MEDICINE.	  PRACTICE	  OF	  MEDICINE. AA RB97002-­‐68 02881
JOURNAL	  OF	  CLINICAL	  ENDOCRINOLOGY	  &	  METABOLISM	  -­‐	  ONLINE	  -­‐	  TIERS	  1-­‐4	  /FOR	  INSTITUTIONS/473-­‐753-­‐093 1945-­‐7197 RC INTERNAL	  MEDICINE.	  PRACTICE	  OF	  MEDICINE. AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Clinical	  Psychology 473-­‐935-­‐047 1097-­‐4679 RC INTERNAL	  MEDICINE.	  PRACTICE	  OF	  MEDICINE. AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Rheumatology	  Supplement 494-­‐661-­‐507 0380-­‐0903 RC INTERNAL	  MEDICINE.	  PRACTICE	  OF	  MEDICINE. AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Sports	  Medicine	  &	  Physical	  Fitness 497-­‐530-­‐055 1827-­‐1928 RC INTERNAL	  MEDICINE.	  PRACTICE	  OF	  MEDICINE. AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Practical	  Neurology 712-­‐554-­‐625 1474-­‐7766 RC INTERNAL	  MEDICINE.	  PRACTICE	  OF	  MEDICINE. AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Women	  &	  Therapy 961-­‐680-­‐058 1541-­‐0315 RC INTERNAL	  MEDICINE.	  PRACTICE	  OF	  MEDICINE. AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
International	  Journal	  of	  Sport	  Nutrition	  and	  Exercise	  Metabolism 443-­‐545-­‐918 1543-­‐2742 RC1235 INTERNAL	  MEDICINE.	  PRACTICE	  OF	  MEDICINE. AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Spirochetal	  and	  Tick-­‐borne	  Diseases 497-­‐519-­‐264 RC155.5 INTERNAL	  MEDICINE.	  PRACTICE	  OF	  MEDICINE. AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Nutrition	  and	  Cancer 648-­‐608-­‐024 1532-­‐7914 RC261.A1 INTERNAL	  MEDICINE.	  PRACTICE	  OF	  MEDICINE. AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
American	  Journal	  of	  Psychiatry 044-­‐181-­‐030 1535-­‐7228 RC321 INTERNAL	  MEDICINE.	  PRACTICE	  OF	  MEDICINE. AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Annals	  of	  Neurology 059-­‐075-­‐044 1531-­‐8249 RC321 INTERNAL	  MEDICINE.	  PRACTICE	  OF	  MEDICINE. AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Neurology	  Neurosurgery	  &	  Psychiatry 489-­‐083-­‐980 1468-­‐330X RC321 INTERNAL	  MEDICINE.	  PRACTICE	  OF	  MEDICINE. AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
American	  Journal	  on	  Intellectual	  and	  Developmental	  Disabilities 043-­‐665-­‐002 1944-­‐7558 RC326 INTERNAL	  MEDICINE.	  PRACTICE	  OF	  MEDICINE. AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Neuroscience	  Nursing 489-­‐171-­‐377 1945-­‐2810 RC350.5 INTERNAL	  MEDICINE.	  PRACTICE	  OF	  MEDICINE. AA RB97002-­‐68 02881
American	  Journal	  of	  Speech	  -­‐	  Language	  Pathology 044-­‐390-­‐276 1558-­‐9110 RC423.A1 INTERNAL	  MEDICINE.	  PRACTICE	  OF	  MEDICINE. AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
International	  Journal	  of	  Language	  &	  Communication	  Disorders 442-­‐439-­‐055 1460-­‐6984 RC423.A1 INTERNAL	  MEDICINE.	  PRACTICE	  OF	  MEDICINE. AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Psychosocial	  Nursing	  and	  Mental	  Health	  Services 493-­‐305-­‐862 1938-­‐2413 RC440 INTERNAL	  MEDICINE.	  PRACTICE	  OF	  MEDICINE. AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Psychiatric	  Services 734-­‐689-­‐045 1557-­‐9700 RC443.A1 INTERNAL	  MEDICINE.	  PRACTICE	  OF	  MEDICINE. AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Community	  Psychology 474-­‐534-­‐039 1520-­‐6629 RC467 INTERNAL	  MEDICINE.	  PRACTICE	  OF	  MEDICINE. AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
American	  Journal	  of	  Family	  Therapy 043-­‐561-­‐067 1521-­‐0383 RC488.5 INTERNAL	  MEDICINE.	  PRACTICE	  OF	  MEDICINE. AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Merck	  Manual	  of	  Diagnosis	  &	  Therapy	  -­‐	  Hardbound	  ed 565-­‐823-­‐002 0076-­‐6526 RC55 INTERNAL	  MEDICINE.	  PRACTICE	  OF	  MEDICINE. AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Sex	  &	  Marital	  Therapy 495-­‐887-­‐093 1521-­‐0715 RC556 INTERNAL	  MEDICINE.	  PRACTICE	  OF	  MEDICINE. AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Studies	  on	  Alcohol	  and	  Drugs 497-­‐804-­‐658 1937-­‐1888 RC565 INTERNAL	  MEDICINE.	  PRACTICE	  OF	  MEDICINE. AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Studies	  on	  Alcohol	  and	  Drugs	  Supplement 497-­‐804-­‐708 1946-­‐584X RC565 INTERNAL	  MEDICINE.	  PRACTICE	  OF	  MEDICINE. AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
American	  Journal	  of	  Clinical	  Nutrition 043-­‐343-­‐078 1938-­‐3207 RC584 INTERNAL	  MEDICINE.	  PRACTICE	  OF	  MEDICINE. AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  the	  American	  College	  of	  Nutrition 467-­‐144-­‐689 0731-­‐5724 RC620.A1 INTERNAL	  MEDICINE.	  PRACTICE	  OF	  MEDICINE. AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Emergency	  Medicine 304-­‐456-­‐007 0013-­‐6654 RC86 INTERNAL	  MEDICINE.	  PRACTICE	  OF	  MEDICINE. AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Musculoskeletal	  Medicine 488-­‐257-­‐767 0899-­‐2517 RC925.A1 INTERNAL	  MEDICINE.	  PRACTICE	  OF	  MEDICINE. AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Rheumatology	  &	  Supplements	  &	  Special	  Issues 494-­‐654-­‐023 0315-­‐162X RC927 INTERNAL	  MEDICINE.	  PRACTICE	  OF	  MEDICINE. AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Clinics	  in	  Geriatric	  Medicine 214-­‐123-­‐523 0749-­‐0690 RC952.A1 INTERNAL	  MEDICINE.	  PRACTICE	  OF	  MEDICINE. AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  the	  American	  Geriatrics	  Society 467-­‐318-­‐960 1532-­‐5415 RC952.A1 INTERNAL	  MEDICINE.	  PRACTICE	  OF	  MEDICINE. AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Physical	  &	  Occupational	  Therapy	  in	  Geriatrics 694-­‐472-­‐567 1541-­‐3152 RC952.A1 INTERNAL	  MEDICINE.	  PRACTICE	  OF	  MEDICINE. AA RB97002-­‐68 02881
Journal	  of	  Gerontological	  Nursing 480-­‐648-­‐009 1938-­‐243X RC954 INTERNAL	  MEDICINE.	  PRACTICE	  OF	  MEDICINE. AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
AAOHN	  JOURNAL	  -­‐	  ONLINE	  /ALL	  EXCEPT	  CERTAIN	  INSTITUTIONS/ 000-­‐535-­‐042 1938-­‐2448 RC966 INTERNAL	  MEDICINE.	  PRACTICE	  OF	  MEDICINE. AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Hearing	  Journal 388-­‐705-­‐480 RD SURGERY AA RB97002-­‐68 02881
Otolaryngology	  Head	  &	  Neck	  Surgery 666-­‐693-­‐705 1085-­‐8679 RD521 SURGERY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Cleft	  Palate-­‐Craniofacial	  Journal 212-­‐264-­‐577 1545-­‐1569 RD525 SURGERY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Neurointerventional	  Surgery 489-­‐030-­‐155 1759-­‐8478 RD593 SURGERY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Neurointerventional	  Surgery 489-­‐030-­‐160 1759-­‐8486 RD593 SURGERY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Orthopaedic	  and	  Sports	  Physical	  Therapy 490-­‐595-­‐585 1938-­‐1344 RD701 SURGERY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Acta	  Oto-­‐laryngologica 009-­‐687-­‐203 1651-­‐2251 RF1 OTORHINOLARYNGOLOGY AA RB97002-­‐68 02881
International	  Journal	  of	  Audiology 441-­‐613-­‐387 1708-­‐8186 RF286 OTORHINOLARYNGOLOGY AA RB97002-­‐68 02881
JOURNAL	  OF	  THE	  AMERICAN	  ACADEMY	  OF	  AUDIOLOGY	  -­‐	  PRINT	  +	  ONLINE 466-­‐708-­‐664 1050-­‐0545 RF286 OTORHINOLARYNGOLOGY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
NURSING	  FOR	  WOMENS	  HEALTH	  -­‐	  ONLINE	  /FORMERLY/	  AWHONN	  LIFELINES 648-­‐497-­‐626 1751-­‐486X RG105 GYNECOLOGY	  &	  OBSTETRICS AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Midwifery	  &	  Womens	  Health 487-­‐761-­‐086 1542-­‐2011 RG950.A1 GYNECOLOGY	  &	  OBSTETRICS AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Obstetric	  Gynecologic	  and	  Neonatal	  Nursing 490-­‐045-­‐077 1552-­‐6909 RG951 GYNECOLOGY	  &	  OBSTETRICS AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Pediatric	  Clinics	  of	  North	  America 681-­‐619-­‐003 0031-­‐3955 RJ23 PEDIATRICS AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Issues	  in	  Comprehensive	  Pediatric	  Nursing 456-­‐202-­‐084 1521-­‐043X RJ245 PEDIATRICS AA RB97002-­‐68 02881
Journal	  of	  Dietary	  Supplements 475-­‐937-­‐664 1939-­‐022X RM THERAPEUTICS.	  PHARMACOLOGY. AA RB97002-­‐68 02881
Physical	  &	  Occupational	  Therapy	  in	  Pediatrics 694-­‐474-­‐035 1541-­‐3144 RM THERAPEUTICS.	  PHARMACOLOGY. AA RB97002-­‐68 02881
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British	  Journal	  of	  Clinical	  Pharmacology	  -­‐	  Incls	  Supplement 138-­‐030-­‐036 1365-­‐2125 RM1 THERAPEUTICS.	  PHARMACOLOGY. AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Drug	  Information	  Journal 283-­‐511-­‐170 2164-­‐9200 RM1 THERAPEUTICS.	  PHARMACOLOGY. AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Pharmacology	  and	  Experimental	  Therapeutics 491-­‐386-­‐124 1521-­‐0103 RM1 THERAPEUTICS.	  PHARMACOLOGY. AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Medical	  Letter	  on	  Drugs	  and	  Therapeutics 560-­‐517-­‐922 0025-­‐732X RM1 THERAPEUTICS.	  PHARMACOLOGY. AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Medical	  Letter	  on	  Drugs	  and	  Therapeutics	  -­‐	  Binder	  Only 560-­‐517-­‐989 RM1 THERAPEUTICS.	  PHARMACOLOGY. AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Medical	  Letter	  on	  Drugs	  and	  Therapeutics	  -­‐	  Handheld	  Ed	  for	  Palm	  OS 560-­‐517-­‐905 RM1 THERAPEUTICS.	  PHARMACOLOGY. AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Pharmacology	  -­‐	  SZ 689-­‐047-­‐033 1423-­‐0313 RM1 THERAPEUTICS.	  PHARMACOLOGY. AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Annals	  of	  Nutrition	  and	  Metabolism 059-­‐099-­‐333 1421-­‐9697 RM214 THERAPEUTICS.	  PHARMACOLOGY. AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Nutrition	  -­‐	  MD 489-­‐906-­‐040 1541-­‐6100 RM214 THERAPEUTICS.	  PHARMACOLOGY. AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Antimicrobial	  Agents	  and	  Chemotherapy 064-­‐645-­‐740 1098-­‐6596 RM265 THERAPEUTICS.	  PHARMACOLOGY. AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Annals	  of	  Pharmacotherapy 059-­‐182-­‐337 1542-­‐6270 RM300 THERAPEUTICS.	  PHARMACOLOGY. AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Drug	  Metabolism	  and	  Disposition 283-­‐612-­‐257 1521-­‐009X RM301 THERAPEUTICS.	  PHARMACOLOGY. AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Drug	  Metabolism	  Reviews 283-­‐618-­‐072 1097-­‐9883 RM301 THERAPEUTICS.	  PHARMACOLOGY. AA RB97002-­‐68 02881
Biopharmaceutics	  &	  Drug	  Disposition 123-­‐412-­‐546 1099-­‐081X RM301.4 THERAPEUTICS.	  PHARMACOLOGY. AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Rehabilitation	  Medicine	  -­‐	  Incls	  Supplements 494-­‐034-­‐564 1651-­‐2081 RM695 THERAPEUTICS.	  PHARMACOLOGY. AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Rehabilitation	  Medicine	  -­‐	  Supplement 494-­‐034-­‐528 RM695 THERAPEUTICS.	  PHARMACOLOGY. AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Physical	  Therapy 694-­‐695-­‐115 0031-­‐9023 RM695 THERAPEUTICS.	  PHARMACOLOGY. AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Physiotherapy	  Canada 696-­‐226-­‐042 1708-­‐8313 RM695 THERAPEUTICS.	  PHARMACOLOGY. AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Physiotherapy	  Theory	  and	  Practice 696-­‐235-­‐522 1532-­‐5040 RM695 THERAPEUTICS.	  PHARMACOLOGY. AA RB97002-­‐68 02881
Journal	  of	  Manual	  &	  Manipulative	  Therapy 486-­‐244-­‐194 2042-­‐6186 RM724 THERAPEUTICS.	  PHARMACOLOGY. AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Isokinetics	  and	  Exercise	  Science 455-­‐400-­‐762 1878-­‐5913 RM727.I76 THERAPEUTICS.	  PHARMACOLOGY. AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Die	  Pharmazie 689-­‐456-­‐006 RS1 PHARMACY	  &	  MATERIA	  MEDICA AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Pharmaceutical	  Sciences 491-­‐271-­‐045 1520-­‐6017 RS1 PHARMACY	  &	  MATERIA	  MEDICA AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Pharmacy	  and	  Pharmacology 491-­‐403-­‐655 2042-­‐7158 RS1 PHARMACY	  &	  MATERIA	  MEDICA AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  the	  American	  Pharmacists	  Association 467-­‐841-­‐839 1544-­‐3450 RS1 PHARMACY	  &	  MATERIA	  MEDICA AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Molecular	  Pharmacology 589-­‐006-­‐097 1521-­‐0081 RS1 PHARMACY	  &	  MATERIA	  MEDICA AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Pharmaceutical	  Research 688-­‐844-­‐117 1573-­‐904X RS1 PHARMACY	  &	  MATERIA	  MEDICA AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Pharmacological	  Reviews 689-­‐013-­‐084 1521-­‐0081 RS1 PHARMACY	  &	  MATERIA	  MEDICA AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
United	  States	  Pharmacopeia	  and	  National	  Formulary	  -­‐	  USP	  35	  NF	  30	  -­‐	  English	  ed	  -­‐	  Incls	  Supplements920-­‐180-­‐023 0195-­‐7996 RS141.2 PHARMACY	  &	  MATERIA	  MEDICA AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
International	  Journal	  of	  Pharmaceutical	  Compounding 442-­‐970-­‐208 1092-­‐4221 RS200 PHARMACY	  &	  MATERIA	  MEDICA AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
American	  Drug	  Index	  -­‐	  PA 040-­‐000-­‐655 0065-­‐8111 RS355 PHARMACY	  &	  MATERIA	  MEDICA AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
USP	  Dictionary	  of	  USAN	  and	  International	  Drug	  Names 926-­‐176-­‐595 1076-­‐4275 RS55 PHARMACY	  &	  MATERIA	  MEDICA AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Physicians	  Desk	  Reference	  -­‐	  Library	  Hospital	  Version 694-­‐842-­‐006 0093-­‐4461 RS75 PHARMACY	  &	  MATERIA	  MEDICA AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
INTERNATIONAL	  JOURNAL	  OF	  NURSING	  EDUCATION	  SCHOLARSHIP	  -­‐	  ONLINE	  /INST	  EXC	  CORP	  &	  FOR-­‐PROFIT	  INST/442-­‐838-­‐405 1548-­‐923X R NURSING AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Nursing	  Scholarship 489-­‐893-­‐420 1547-­‐5069 RT NURSING AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Nursing	  Education	  Perspectives 648-­‐129-­‐807 1536-­‐5026 RT NURSING AD RB97002-­‐00 02881
Research	  and	  Theory	  for	  Nursing	  Practice 766-­‐158-­‐216 1945-­‐7286 RT NURSING AD RB97002-­‐00 02881
Canadian	  Journal	  of	  Nursing	  Research 176-­‐202-­‐733 1705-­‐7051 RT1 NURSING AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
International	  Journal	  of	  Nursing	  Practice 442-­‐839-­‐213 1440-­‐172X RT1 NURSING AD RB97002-­‐00 02881
International	  Nursing	  Review	  -­‐	  England 444-­‐853-­‐105 1466-­‐7657 RT1 NURSING AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Advanced	  Nursing 465-­‐922-­‐052 1365-­‐2648 RT1 NURSING AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  National	  Black	  Nurses	  Association 488-­‐611-­‐674 0885-­‐6028 RT1 NURSING AD RB97002-­‐00 02881
Nursing	  Clinics	  of	  North	  America 648-­‐115-­‐004 0029-­‐6465 RT1 NURSING AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Worldviews	  on	  Evidence-­‐Based	  Nursing 968-­‐768-­‐200 1741-­‐6787 RT1 NURSING AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
American	  Journal	  of	  Critical	  Care 043-­‐447-­‐524 1937-­‐710X RT120.I5 NURSING AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Rehabilitation	  Nursing 760-­‐228-­‐513 0278-­‐4807 RT120.R4 NURSING AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Evidence-­‐Based	  Nursing 320-­‐183-­‐072 1468-­‐9618 RT42 NURSING AD RB97002-­‐00 02881
CANADIAN	  NURSE	  -­‐	  PRINT	  +	  ONLINE	  /UP	  TO	  3	  IP	  ADDRESSES/ 177-­‐259-­‐017 0008-­‐4581 RT6.A1 NURSING AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Annual	  Review	  of	  Nursing	  Research 062-­‐713-­‐381 1944-­‐4028 RT81.5 NURSING AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Research	  in	  Nursing	  and	  Health 765-­‐514-­‐567 1098-­‐240X RT81.5 NURSING AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Theory	  Construction	  and	  Testing 498-­‐477-­‐363 1086-­‐4431 RT84.5 NURSING AD RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Cultural	  Diversity 475-­‐488-­‐029 1071-­‐5568 RT86.54 NURSING AD RB97002-­‐00 02881
Public	  Health	  Nursing 737-­‐187-­‐229 1525-­‐1446 RT97 NURSING AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Community	  Health	  Nursing 474-­‐531-­‐571 1532-­‐7655 RT98 NURSING AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
American	  Journal	  of	  Enology	  and	  Viticulture 043-­‐535-­‐020 1943-­‐7749 S AGRICULTURE	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
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American	  Society	  of	  Agronomy	  Journals	  Archive	  Package 048-­‐438-­‐437 S AGRICULTURE	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Combined	  Proceedings	  -­‐	  International	  Plant	  Propagators	  Society 220-­‐690-­‐002 0538-­‐9143 S AGRICULTURE	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Environmental	  Quality 478-­‐500-­‐127 1537-­‐2537 S1 AGRICULTURE	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Agronomy	  Journal 025-­‐395-­‐088 1435-­‐0645 S22 AGRICULTURE	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Soil	  Science	  Society	  of	  America	  Journal	  SSSAJ 829-­‐220-­‐086 1435-­‐0661 S590 AGRICULTURE	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Soil	  and	  Water	  Conservation 497-­‐019-­‐002 1941-­‐3300 S622 AGRICULTURE	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Plant	  Registration 492-­‐276-­‐603 1940-­‐3496 SB PLANT	  CULTURE AF RB97002-­‐00 02881
Canadian	  Journal	  of	  Plant	  Science 176-­‐354-­‐045 SB1 PLANT	  CULTURE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Crop	  Science 246-­‐350-­‐086 1435-­‐0653 SB183 PLANT	  CULTURE AF RB97002-­‐00 02881
Hortscience 399-­‐908-­‐029 SB317.5 PLANT	  CULTURE AF RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Horticultural	  Science	  and	  Biotechnology 481-­‐953-­‐180 1462-­‐0316 SB4 PLANT	  CULTURE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Forestry 479-­‐847-­‐049 1938-­‐3746 SD1 FORESTRY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Animal	  Science 468-­‐541-­‐578 1525-­‐3163 SF1 ANIMAL	  CULTURE AF RB97002-­‐00 02881
American	  Journal	  of	  Veterinary	  Research 044-­‐462-­‐018 0002-­‐9645 SF601 ANIMAL	  CULTURE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Canadian	  Veterinary	  Journal 178-­‐795-­‐001 0008-­‐5286 SF601 ANIMAL	  CULTURE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  the	  American	  Veterinary	  Medical	  Association 468-­‐340-­‐013 0003-­‐1488 SF601 ANIMAL	  CULTURE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Wildlife	  Diseases 499-­‐707-­‐876 1943-­‐3700 SF997 ANIMAL	  CULTURE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
American	  Fisheries	  Society	  Journals	  Package	  -­‐	  incls	  Fisheries 040-­‐869-­‐067 SH AQUACULTURE.	  FISHERIES.	  ANGLING AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Aquatic	  Animal	  Health 469-­‐761-­‐563 1548-­‐8667 SH AQUACULTURE.	  FISHERIES.	  ANGLING AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Nihon	  Suisan	  Gakkai	  Shi	  =	  Bulletin	  Japanese	  Society	  Scientific	  Fisheries	  c-­‐w	  Fisheries	  Science637-­‐591-­‐777 SH AQUACULTURE.	  FISHERIES.	  ANGLING AA RB97020-­‐00 02882
Nihon	  Suisan	  Gakkai	  Shi	  =	  Bulletin	  Japanese	  Society	  Scientific	  Fisheries	  c-­‐w	  Fisheries	  Science637-­‐591-­‐777 SH AQUACULTURE.	  FISHERIES.	  ANGLING AA RB97020-­‐00 02882
Your	  Big	  Backyard 974-­‐518-­‐052 0886-­‐5299 SH AQUACULTURE.	  FISHERIES.	  ANGLING AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
CANADIAN	  JOURNAL	  OF	  FISHERIES	  AND	  AQUATIC	  SCIENCES	  -­‐	  OL	  -­‐	  SINGLE	  SITE	  /ALL	  EXC	  CAN/176-­‐039-­‐550 1205-­‐7533 SH1 AQUACULTURE.	  FISHERIES.	  ANGLING AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Fisheries 339-­‐082-­‐183 1548-­‐8446 SH1 AQUACULTURE.	  FISHERIES.	  ANGLING AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Fisheries	  Science 339-­‐141-­‐814 0919-­‐9268 SH1 AQUACULTURE.	  FISHERIES.	  ANGLING AA RB97020-­‐00 02882
Transactions	  of	  the	  American	  Fisheries	  Society 900-­‐126-­‐087 1548-­‐8659 SH1 AQUACULTURE.	  FISHERIES.	  ANGLING AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
World	  Aquaculture 964-­‐345-­‐920 1041-­‐5602 SH1 AQUACULTURE.	  FISHERIES.	  ANGLING AA RB97020-­‐00 02882
JOURNAL	  OF	  FISH	  DISEASES	  -­‐	  ONLINE	  /ALL	  EXCEPT	  WILEY	  EUROPE	  UK/ 479-­‐462-­‐053 1365-­‐2761 SH171 AQUACULTURE.	  FISHERIES.	  ANGLING AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
North	  American	  Journal	  of	  Fisheries	  Management 640-­‐316-­‐729 1548-­‐8675 SH221 AQUACULTURE.	  FISHERIES.	  ANGLING AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Marine	  Resource	  Economics 549-­‐439-­‐008 0738-­‐1360 SH328 AQUACULTURE.	  FISHERIES.	  ANGLING AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
North	  American	  Journal	  of	  Aquaculture 640-­‐316-­‐345 1548-­‐8454 SH34 AQUACULTURE.	  FISHERIES.	  ANGLING AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Fisheries	  Oceanography 339-­‐116-­‐717 1365-­‐2419 SH343.2 AQUACULTURE.	  FISHERIES.	  ANGLING AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Technical	  Writing	  &	  Communication 498-­‐138-­‐017 1541-­‐3780 T11 TECHNOLOGY	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Engineering	  &	  Technology 308-­‐179-­‐894 1750-­‐9645 TA ENGINEERING	  (GENERAL).	  CIVIL	  ENGINEERING	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
IIE	  Transactions 410-­‐818-­‐355 1545-­‐8830 TA ENGINEERING	  (GENERAL).	  CIVIL	  ENGINEERING	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Civil	  Engineering	  -­‐	  VA 209-­‐945-­‐005 0885-­‐7024 TA1 ENGINEERING	  (GENERAL).	  CIVIL	  ENGINEERING	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Engineer	  -­‐	  England 306-­‐813-­‐981 0013-­‐7758 TA1 ENGINEERING	  (GENERAL).	  CIVIL	  ENGINEERING	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Annual	  Proceedings	  for	  the	  Society	  for	  Experimental	  Mechanics 061-­‐428-­‐264 1046-­‐6789 TA349 ENGINEERING	  (GENERAL).	  CIVIL	  ENGINEERING	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Materials	  Evaluation 553-­‐812-­‐009 0025-­‐5327 TA406.5 ENGINEERING	  (GENERAL).	  CIVIL	  ENGINEERING	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
International	  Journal	  of	  Applied	  Ceramic	  Technology 441-­‐571-­‐312 1744-­‐7402 TA455.C43 ENGINEERING	  (GENERAL).	  CIVIL	  ENGINEERING	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
ASM	  Handbook 086-­‐480-­‐696 TA459 ENGINEERING	  (GENERAL).	  CIVIL	  ENGINEERING	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Corrosion 240-­‐394-­‐023 1938-­‐159X TA462 ENGINEERING	  (GENERAL).	  CIVIL	  ENGINEERING	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
PCI	  Journal 680-­‐800-­‐786 0887-­‐9672 TA680 ENGINEERING	  (GENERAL).	  CIVIL	  ENGINEERING	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Structural	  Engineer 856-­‐235-­‐015 1466-­‐5123 TA680 ENGINEERING	  (GENERAL).	  CIVIL	  ENGINEERING	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Geotechnical	  Testing	  Journal 367-­‐268-­‐035 1945-­‐7545 TA710.5 ENGINEERING	  (GENERAL).	  CIVIL	  ENGINEERING	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Canadian	  Geotechnical	  Journal 175-­‐175-­‐033 1208-­‐6010 TA710.A1 ENGINEERING	  (GENERAL).	  CIVIL	  ENGINEERING	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Geotechnique 367-­‐272-­‐010 0016-­‐8505 TA710.A1 ENGINEERING	  (GENERAL).	  CIVIL	  ENGINEERING	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Soils	  &	  Foundations 829-­‐302-­‐012 0038-­‐0806 TA710.A1 ENGINEERING	  (GENERAL).	  CIVIL	  ENGINEERING	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Hydraulic	  Research 482-­‐182-­‐019 1814-­‐2079 TC160 HYDRAULIC	  ENGINEERING AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
International	  Journal	  of	  River	  Basin	  Management 443-­‐373-­‐559 1814-­‐2060 TC409 HYDRAULIC	  ENGINEERING AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Global	  Change	  Biology	  Bioenergy 371-­‐156-­‐139 1757-­‐1707 TD195.B56 ENVIRONMENTAL	  TECHNOLOGY.	  SANITARY	  ENGINEERING AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  the	  New	  England	  Water	  Works	  Association 489-­‐282-­‐004 0028-­‐4939 TD201 ENVIRONMENTAL	  TECHNOLOGY.	  SANITARY	  ENGINEERING AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Water	  Environment	  Research 943-­‐690-­‐107 1554-­‐7531 TD365 ENVIRONMENTAL	  TECHNOLOGY.	  SANITARY	  ENGINEERING AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  the	  Air	  &	  Waste	  Management	  Association 466-­‐433-­‐034 2162-­‐2906 TD883 ENVIRONMENTAL	  TECHNOLOGY.	  SANITARY	  ENGINEERING AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  the	  Association	  of	  Asphalt	  Paving	  Technologist	  from	  the	  Proceedings	  of	  the	  Technical	  Sessions470-­‐239-­‐013 TF RAILROAD	  ENGINEERING	  &	  OPERATION AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
EBSCO	  Library	  of	  Congress	  Classification	  Report	  2012 Page	  18	  of	  19
Journal	  of	  Advanced	  Transportation 465-­‐926-­‐006 2042-­‐3195 TF1300 RAILROAD	  ENGINEERING	  &	  OPERATION AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Mechanical	  Engineering 558-­‐200-­‐028 0025-­‐6501 TJ1 MECHANICAL	  ENGINEERING	  &	  MACHINERY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Professional	  Engineering 728-­‐533-­‐035 0953-­‐6639 TJ1 MECHANICAL	  ENGINEERING	  &	  MACHINERY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Tribology	  and	  Lubrication	  Technology 908-­‐598-­‐832 1545-­‐858X TJ1075.A2 MECHANICAL	  ENGINEERING	  &	  MACHINERY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
APS-­‐all 069-­‐115-­‐202 TK ELECTRICAL	  ENGINEERING.	  ELECTRONICS.	  NUCLEAR	  ENGINEERING AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Computer-­‐Mediated	  Communication 474-­‐780-­‐610 1083-­‐6101 TK5105.6 ELECTRICAL	  ENGINEERING.	  ELECTRONICS.	  NUCLEAR	  ENGINEERING AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Sound	  &	  Vision 831-­‐330-­‐519 1537-­‐5838 TK7881.3 ELECTRICAL	  ENGINEERING.	  ELECTRONICS.	  NUCLEAR	  ENGINEERING AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
AIAA	  Journal 025-­‐754-­‐029 1533-­‐385X TL501.A688 MOTOR	  VEHICLES.	  AERONAUTICS.	  ASTRONAUTICS AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
International	  Journal	  of	  Applied	  Glass	  Science 441-­‐573-­‐208 2041-­‐1294 TP CHEMICAL	  TECHNOLOGY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
AICHE	  Journal 025-­‐902-­‐172 1547-­‐5905 TP1 CHEMICAL	  TECHNOLOGY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Process	  Engineering	  -­‐	  England 727-­‐274-­‐003 0370-­‐1859 TP1 CHEMICAL	  TECHNOLOGY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Aerosol	  Science	  and	  Technology 019-­‐867-­‐555 1521-­‐7388 TP244.A3 CHEMICAL	  TECHNOLOGY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Chemical	  Technology	  and	  Biotechnology 473-­‐282-­‐069 1097-­‐4660 TP248.13 CHEMICAL	  TECHNOLOGY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  the	  Electrochemical	  Society 476-­‐893-­‐052 1945-­‐7111 TP250 CHEMICAL	  TECHNOLOGY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Comprehensive	  Reviews	  in	  Food	  Science	  and	  Food	  Safety 227-­‐136-­‐249 1541-­‐4337 TP368 CHEMICAL	  TECHNOLOGY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Food	  Technology	  -­‐	  IL 346-­‐693-­‐054 0015-­‐6639 TP370 CHEMICAL	  TECHNOLOGY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  the	  American	  Ceramic	  Society 466-­‐992-­‐369 1551-­‐2916 TP785 CHEMICAL	  TECHNOLOGY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
AATCC	  Review 000-­‐646-­‐174 1532-­‐8813 TP890 CHEMICAL	  TECHNOLOGY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
AATCC	  Technical	  Manual 000-­‐646-­‐273 0734-­‐8894 TP890 CHEMICAL	  TECHNOLOGY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Polymer	  Engineering	  &	  Science 706-­‐902-­‐087 1548-­‐2634 TP986.A1 CHEMICAL	  TECHNOLOGY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Aperture 066-­‐546-­‐003 0003-­‐6420 TR1 PHOTOGRAPHY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Popular	  Photography 708-­‐210-­‐850 1944-­‐0510 TR1 PHOTOGRAPHY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Geosynthetics 367-­‐226-­‐834 1931-­‐8189 TS MANUFACTURES AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
TM	  Broadcast 893-­‐583-­‐666 TS MANUFACTURES AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Textile	  Month	  International	  :	  TMI 886-­‐812-­‐024 2040-­‐5162 TS1300 MANUFACTURES AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Textile	  Progress 886-­‐944-­‐066 1754-­‐2278 TS1300 MANUFACTURES AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
International	  Journal	  of	  Production	  Research 443-­‐111-­‐018 1366-­‐588X TS155.A1 MANUFACTURES AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Urban	  Land	  Green 924-­‐530-­‐000 2159-­‐659X TS171.4 MANUFACTURES AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Fashion	  Theory 329-­‐842-­‐942 1751-­‐7419 TT500 HANDICRAFTS.	  ARTS	  &	  CRAFTS AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
NUTRITION	  WEEK	  -­‐	  ONLINE	  -­‐	  IP	  ACCESS	  /FOR	  INSTITUTIONS/ 648-­‐784-­‐346 1937-­‐7657 TX HOME	  ECONOMICS AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Family	  &	  Consumer	  Sciences	  Research	  Journal 326-­‐648-­‐573 1552-­‐3934 TX1 HOME	  ECONOMICS AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Food	  Science 479-­‐696-­‐163 1750-­‐3841 TX1 HOME	  ECONOMICS AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Consumer	  Reports	  Buying	  Guide 234-­‐901-­‐007 1555-­‐2357 TX335 HOME	  ECONOMICS AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Consumer	  Reports 234-­‐883-­‐858 0010-­‐7174 TX335.A1 HOME	  ECONOMICS AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
International	  Journal	  of	  Food	  Science	  &	  Technology 442-­‐202-­‐362 1365-­‐2621 TX341 HOME	  ECONOMICS AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Food	  Science	  Education 479-­‐696-­‐668 1541-­‐4329 TX341 HOME	  ECONOMICS AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Nutrition	  Action	  Health	  Letter	  -­‐	  US	  ed 648-­‐604-­‐007 0885-­‐7792 TX341 HOME	  ECONOMICS AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Nutrition	  Reviews 648-­‐732-­‐063 1753-­‐4887 TX341 HOME	  ECONOMICS AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Tufts	  University	  Health	  &	  Nutrition	  Letter 910-­‐931-­‐633 1526-­‐0143 TX341 HOME	  ECONOMICS AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Nutrition	  in	  Gerontology	  and	  Geriatrics 489-­‐974-­‐289 1540-­‐8566 TX361.A3 HOME	  ECONOMICS AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Tidal	  Current	  Tables 890-­‐939-­‐838 U MILITARY	  SCIENCE	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Tidal	  Current	  Tables 890-­‐939-­‐838 U MILITARY	  SCIENCE	  (GENERAL) AA RB97020-­‐00 02882
Journal	  of	  Strategic	  Studies 497-­‐725-­‐051 1743-­‐937X U162 MILITARY	  SCIENCE	  (GENERAL) AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Tide	  Tables	  :	  East	  Coast	  of	  North	  America	  and	  South	  America	  Including	  Greenland 890-­‐946-­‐990 VK NAVIGATION.	  MERCHANT	  MARINE AA RB97020-­‐00 02882
Tide	  Tables	  :	  East	  Coast	  of	  North	  America	  and	  South	  America	  Including	  Greenland 890-­‐946-­‐990 VK NAVIGATION.	  MERCHANT	  MARINE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Tide	  Tables	  :	  West	  Coast	  of	  North	  and	  South	  America	  Incl	  the	  Hawaiian	  Islands 890-­‐946-­‐993 VK NAVIGATION.	  MERCHANT	  MARINE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
International	  Journal	  of	  Maritime	  History 442-­‐580-­‐817 0843-­‐8714 VK15 NAVIGATION.	  MERCHANT	  MARINE AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Research	  in	  Maritime	  History 765-­‐421-­‐458 1188-­‐3928 VM NAVAL	  ARCHITECTURE.	  SHIPBUILDING.	  MARINE	  ENGINEERING AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Ship	  Research 495-­‐907-­‐016 0022-­‐4502 VM1 NAVAL	  ARCHITECTURE.	  SHIPBUILDING.	  MARINE	  ENGINEERING AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
ACRL	  Metrics 006-­‐751-­‐002 Z BOOKS.	  LIBRARY	  SCIENCE.	  BIBLIOGRAPHY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
American	  Society	  for	  Information	  Science	  Membership 048-­‐819-­‐007 Z BOOKS.	  LIBRARY	  SCIENCE.	  BIBLIOGRAPHY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
ASIS	  HANDBOOK	  &	  DIRECTORY	  -­‐	  ONLINE 086-­‐355-­‐963 Z BOOKS.	  LIBRARY	  SCIENCE.	  BIBLIOGRAPHY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Bibliographical	  Society	  of	  America	  Membership 117-­‐493-­‐015 Z BOOKS.	  LIBRARY	  SCIENCE.	  BIBLIOGRAPHY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Classification	  Web 211-­‐576-­‐541 Z BOOKS.	  LIBRARY	  SCIENCE.	  BIBLIOGRAPHY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Libri 525-­‐462-­‐322 1865-­‐8423 Z BOOKS.	  LIBRARY	  SCIENCE.	  BIBLIOGRAPHY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
EBSCO	  Library	  of	  Congress	  Classification	  Report	  2012 Page	  19	  of	  19
Loex	  Clearinghouse	  for	  Library	  Instruction	  Institutional	  Membership 532-­‐806-­‐262 Z BOOKS.	  LIBRARY	  SCIENCE.	  BIBLIOGRAPHY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Loex	  Quarterly 532-­‐809-­‐043 1547-­‐0172 Z BOOKS.	  LIBRARY	  SCIENCE.	  BIBLIOGRAPHY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Critique	  -­‐	  France 245-­‐925-­‐003 0011-­‐1600 Z1007 BOOKS.	  LIBRARY	  SCIENCE.	  BIBLIOGRAPHY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  the	  American	  Society	  for	  Information	  Science	  and	  Technology 468-­‐078-­‐084 1532-­‐2882 Z1007 BOOKS.	  LIBRARY	  SCIENCE.	  BIBLIOGRAPHY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
List	  of	  Members 528-­‐787-­‐005 0737-­‐0458 Z1008 BOOKS.	  LIBRARY	  SCIENCE.	  BIBLIOGRAPHY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
PROCEEDINGS	  OF	  THE	  ASIST	  ANNUAL	  MEETING	  -­‐	  USB	  FLASH	  DRIVE	  /FOR	  US	  CANADA/721-­‐176-­‐386 Z1008 BOOKS.	  LIBRARY	  SCIENCE.	  BIBLIOGRAPHY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Papers	  of	  Bibliographical	  Society	  of	  America 676-­‐173-­‐008 0006-­‐128X Z1008.B51 BOOKS.	  LIBRARY	  SCIENCE.	  BIBLIOGRAPHY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
RBM	  :	  A	  Journal	  of	  Rare	  Books	  Manuscripts	  and	  Cultural	  Heritage 752-­‐276-­‐170 1529-­‐6407 Z1029 BOOKS.	  LIBRARY	  SCIENCE.	  BIBLIOGRAPHY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Choice	  -­‐	  Current	  Reviews	  for	  Academic	  Libraries 202-­‐662-­‐003 0009-­‐4978 Z1035 BOOKS.	  LIBRARY	  SCIENCE.	  BIBLIOGRAPHY AA RB95711-­‐00 02903
Reference	  Services	  Review 758-­‐551-­‐071 0090-­‐7324 Z1035.1 BOOKS.	  LIBRARY	  SCIENCE.	  BIBLIOGRAPHY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Print	  -­‐	  Americas	  Graphic	  Design	  Magazine 717-­‐022-­‐008 0032-­‐8510 Z119 BOOKS.	  LIBRARY	  SCIENCE.	  BIBLIOGRAPHY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Print	  -­‐	  Americas	  Regional	  Design	  Annual 717-­‐022-­‐016 Z119 BOOKS.	  LIBRARY	  SCIENCE.	  BIBLIOGRAPHY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Annual	  Bibliography	  of	  English	  Language	  &	  Literature 060-­‐631-­‐009 0066-­‐3786 Z2011 BOOKS.	  LIBRARY	  SCIENCE.	  BIBLIOGRAPHY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Annual	  Bibliography	  of	  Victorian	  Studies 060-­‐646-­‐064 0227-­‐1400 Z2019 BOOKS.	  LIBRARY	  SCIENCE.	  BIBLIOGRAPHY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Bibliographie	  de	  la	  Litteraire	  Francaise 117-­‐842-­‐047 1154-­‐3590 Z2171 BOOKS.	  LIBRARY	  SCIENCE.	  BIBLIOGRAPHY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
French	  17 354-­‐665-­‐006 0191-­‐9199 Z2172 BOOKS.	  LIBRARY	  SCIENCE.	  BIBLIOGRAPHY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Germanistik 368-­‐105-­‐519 1865-­‐9187 Z2235.A2 BOOKS.	  LIBRARY	  SCIENCE.	  BIBLIOGRAPHY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Library	  Hotline 524-­‐767-­‐282 0740-­‐736X Z671 BOOKS.	  LIBRARY	  SCIENCE.	  BIBLIOGRAPHY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Library	  Quarterly 525-­‐143-­‐017 1549-­‐652X Z671 BOOKS.	  LIBRARY	  SCIENCE.	  BIBLIOGRAPHY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Public	  Library	  Quarterly 737-­‐368-­‐052 1541-­‐1540 Z671 BOOKS.	  LIBRARY	  SCIENCE.	  BIBLIOGRAPHY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Unabashed	  Librarian 915-­‐226-­‐005 0049-­‐514X Z671 BOOKS.	  LIBRARY	  SCIENCE.	  BIBLIOGRAPHY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Managing	  Information 545-­‐536-­‐740 1352-­‐0229 Z673.A6273 BOOKS.	  LIBRARY	  SCIENCE.	  BIBLIOGRAPHY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
INFORMATION	  OUTLOOK	  /INCORPS/	  SPECIAL	  LIBRARIES	  &	  SPECIALIST 428-­‐138-­‐622 1091-­‐0808 Z675.A2 BOOKS.	  LIBRARY	  SCIENCE.	  BIBLIOGRAPHY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  the	  Medical	  Library	  Association 487-­‐077-­‐299 1536-­‐5050 Z675.M4 BOOKS.	  LIBRARY	  SCIENCE.	  BIBLIOGRAPHY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  the	  Medical	  Library	  Association 487-­‐077-­‐315 1536-­‐5050 Z675.M4 BOOKS.	  LIBRARY	  SCIENCE.	  BIBLIOGRAPHY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Medical	  Library	  Association	  Membership 560-­‐599-­‐003 Z675.M4 BOOKS.	  LIBRARY	  SCIENCE.	  BIBLIOGRAPHY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
MLA	  News 583-­‐580-­‐006 0541-­‐5489 Z675.M4 BOOKS.	  LIBRARY	  SCIENCE.	  BIBLIOGRAPHY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
School	  Librarian 801-­‐392-­‐002 0036-­‐6595 Z675.S3 BOOKS.	  LIBRARY	  SCIENCE.	  BIBLIOGRAPHY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Science	  &	  Technology	  Libraries 805-­‐400-­‐450 1541-­‐1109 Z675.T3 BOOKS.	  LIBRARY	  SCIENCE.	  BIBLIOGRAPHY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Journal	  of	  Library	  Administration 485-­‐666-­‐054 1540-­‐3564 Z678 BOOKS.	  LIBRARY	  SCIENCE.	  BIBLIOGRAPHY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
ALA-­‐APA	  Salary	  Survey 030-­‐360-­‐890 1943-­‐698X Z682.3 BOOKS.	  LIBRARY	  SCIENCE.	  BIBLIOGRAPHY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Technical	  Services	  Quarterly 877-­‐996-­‐127 1555-­‐3337 Z688.5 BOOKS.	  LIBRARY	  SCIENCE.	  BIBLIOGRAPHY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
DttP	  Quarterly	  Journal	  of	  Government	  Information	  Practice	  &	  Perspective 284-­‐267-­‐648 0091-­‐2085 Z688.G6 BOOKS.	  LIBRARY	  SCIENCE.	  BIBLIOGRAPHY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Serials	  Librarian 814-­‐244-­‐029 1541-­‐1095 Z692.S5 BOOKS.	  LIBRARY	  SCIENCE.	  BIBLIOGRAPHY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Video	  Librarian 933-­‐305-­‐641 0887-­‐6851 Z692.V52 BOOKS.	  LIBRARY	  SCIENCE.	  BIBLIOGRAPHY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Collection	  Management 217-­‐250-­‐558 1545-­‐2549 Z703.6 BOOKS.	  LIBRARY	  SCIENCE.	  BIBLIOGRAPHY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
Reference	  Librarian 758-­‐528-­‐462 1541-­‐1117 Z711 BOOKS.	  LIBRARY	  SCIENCE.	  BIBLIOGRAPHY AA RB97002-­‐00 02881
